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Council
primaries
approach

Starting a

different kind

By fiuss Zimmer
ntpomiit

With the city council primaries
less than a month away, student
groups on campus are struggling
to get involved.
The only contested primary
is the Democratic candidate
for Ward 1 city council between
BGSU students Gordy Heminger
and Nathan Nickens.
"We are going to be focusing on
helping Ashley Harrwell's campaign," said College Republican
chairperson Monika Winkler.
Hartwell, who is also running
for the Ward 1 seat, has already
secured the Republican candidacy because she is running unopposed. Winkler added that the
College Republicans don't have
plans to register voters currently
because of the extensive work
they did in preparation for the
national and state elections last
November.
The College Democrats, on
the other hand, are going into a
contested election, but are not
endorsing a candidate before the
primary.
"Both are active in College
Democrats," said College
Democrats Kathleen Hartwell of
Nickens and Heminger. "Within
College Democrats many are
active in either campaign."
Hartwell does want to encourage students to change their voter
registration to the Bowling Green
area as opposed to students
hometowns, where many voted
in person or by absentee ballot.
"We live here nine months out
of the year," Hartwell said.
Other student groups are not
unified in their ranks towards a
political end. Sharonda Glover,
president of Black Student Union,

of food drive

Group looks out for animal well
being, collects pet foods on campus
By Britney Lee

REPORrER

A donation of enormous proportions was given to a not so typical
food drive last month.
The Pre-Vet Med Association hosted their first pet food drive March
14 through the 25. With a smaller
response from the public than
they had hoped for, one local pet
shop decided to donate more
than was ever expected.
Kim Huling, owner of Animal
House, a pet store on Main Street
that closed recently, donated
nearly her entire stock of supplies to the on-campus group
PVMA during their pet food
drive.
The stores stock — worth
a large sum of money
— included dog and cat
food, aquariums, bird
supplies, small animal supplies, over 300
/~~ <
plush dog toys and a
WS^-.
number of other ani•j^ I mal goods.
Moving the donations from the store
to an area where it
could be sorted and
distributed took multiple trips in SUV's to
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Trial team goes for gold
By Holly Abraim
REPORTER

Spirits are high as the mock
trial team heads to the National
Championship Tournament this
weekend for the first time in 12
years.
This will be the first year for
a BGSU team to compete at
nationals since 1993, when the
team placed third overall. The
team then disbanded because
of funding problems and didn't
reform until last year.
At this year's competition the
team will be competing against
many well know teams including
those from Ivy l£ague schools,
said team member Allison Smith.
"We're just honored to go to the
tournament, coming from BG, a
school where we're not nationaUy
recognized for mock trial," she
said.
At the championship, held in
Des Moines, Iowa, the eight person team will compete against
40 other teams from universities
across the nation, said Nancy
Kubasek, advisor to the team and
professor in the department of
legal studies.
These 40 teams are narrowed
down from the approximately
700 teams competing in regionals nationwide, she said.
They know the competition is
going to be a lot stiffer at nationals
but they're really well prepared,"
Kubasek said. "They're also looking forward to that competition."
The competition will consist

of four rounds throughout the
weekend, foUowed by an awards
banquet held Sunday and the
final championship trial. In addition to team awards there will
be approximately ten best attorney and ten best witness awards
given, Kubasek said.
This year's case is Kissner v.
Polk Hospital, which involves
a dispute over the release of a
patient, said team captain Kevin
Minnick.
The plaintiff, Kissner, is suing
the Polk Hospital for malpractice
and compensation for abuse he
incurred when a patient attacked
him shortly after his release.
The defendant claims they did
everything they could to cure the
patient.
The team played at a number of invitational competitions
this season including those at the
University of Pennsylvania and in
Buffalo, where they placed first at
each, Kubasek said.
The mock trial team consisted
of an A and B team this season.
The qualifying competition came
this February when the A team
placed second at the regional
tournament behind Miami
University.
By placing in the top two, they
automatically qualified for the
National Championship, known
as the gold level, Kubasek said.
The B team qualified for the silver level competition which was
held in Florida. Due to lack of
funding, the B team was unable

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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to travel to the competition, she
said.
When the A team heard they
qualified for nationals they were
surprised and proud, said team
member Meredith Fischer.
"We're really excited and we
weren't sure we were going to
make it to the championship
round," she said.
Winners and lose rsat a national
competition can be determined
by only a few points. Smith said.
"We're used to competing
where we can win by 10 to 20
points but at nationals you're on
a close playing field where every
point counts," she said.
The team has been practicing
two times a week for two hours
a day and each member puts
in countless hours studying the
logical areas of the case, Minnick
said.
"Realistically we think we're a
top ten team," he said. "We know
the competition is going to be
tight and we're expecting that."
Additional practice has been
the focus of the team this week,
Fischer said.
"We're nervous but we're trying to put in some extra hours of
practice to make sure we at least
feel prepared," she said.
One thing is sure, the team
has come a long way this season,
Smith said.
"Our track record has been outstanding this year," she said. "It's
been part luck, part who you play
and part skill."

High: 57'
Low 37"
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By Russ Zimmer
REPORTER

A minister, a rabbi and an imam
walk into Olscamp 101 - sorry
there's no punchline, only a serious discussion of religion and
science.
The
Muslim
Student
Association, in conjunction
with CRU and Hillcl, presented
"Science and Religion: Friends
or Foes" last,night with speakers
from the Muslim, Christian and
lrui-.li faiths.
The clergymen spoke on the
misconception of a disconnect
between faith and scientific innovation.
"There seems to be a tendency
to seperate science and religion
and because of that we find
many give up religion for science,"
Rabbi l-dwarcl Garsek said.
The forum was not set up as a
debate to determine which religion is correct or that science is
faulty, but to find where belief in
God and science are interconnected.
"Science can tell us what we
can do. Faith tells us what to do,"
Minister Steve Rieske said.
Topics ranged from the moral
implications of medical technology to God's wishes for scientific
advancement.
Imam Siraj Wahhaj, who led
a successful anti-drug campaign
in Brooklyn, N.Y. during the
1980s, made clear the teachings
of Islam arc compatible with science. They must be, according to
Wahhaj, because Allah is perfect.
"Religion is not at odds with science. Some religious people are
at odds with science," Wahhaj
said.
Drawing paraUels to the recent
case of Terri Schiavo, Garsek

FOOD DRIVE, PAGE 2

RELIGION, PAGE 2
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Julie DiFrmco BGNtw
TIME TO COOL DOWN: From left, freshman Elicia Eckman and Michelle Mormile. play in their
Slip-N-Slide with friends yesterday on Mac Beach.
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get everything moved, according to
Cari Smerk, secretary and treasurer of
PVMA.
"It was like the plague after we
unloaded each load," she said. "There
were so many boxes, they spread from
the living room, through the hallways
and into the kitchen."
The food drive functioned by placing donation boxes at local stores.
President of PVMA Courtney O'Neill
said that the organization did not put
on a lot of events in its first two years,
and they wanted to put on as many
successful events this year as possible.
"We placed donation boxes at three
local Tractor Supply Company stores,
KroKer, Yoder's Pets and Animal 1 louse,"
O'Neill said
When 1 luling allowed the organization to place its donation box in her
store, she decided that when the store
closed for good she wanted to leave
her supplies in the hands of PVMA.
"My husband actually wanted to
store the supplies and sell them on 1
Bay," Huling said. "But 1 wanted to see

Science,
religion
pondered
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States to have more testing fieedom
seriously considered for that flexibility, administration officials
told The Associated Press yesterday.
I he idea is to get something in
return for offering such flexibility,
By Ben Feller
said one official familiar with the
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
changes, such as increased learnWASHINGTON — Education ing and "narrowing the achieveSecretary Margaret Spellings ment gap."
plans to fundamentally change
Shrinking the test-score gap
enforcement of the No Child Left between white and minority stuBehind law. giving preferential dents is a central goal of the 2001
treatment to Mans that prove law, which aims to get all chilthey're serious about raising dren to grade level in reading and
achievement, Bush administra- math by 2014.
tion officials say.
The officials spoke on the conThe change could affect the dition of anonymity because the
education of millions of students (K)licies had not been formally
as states seek federal approval announced. Spellings has invited
on everything from teacher qual- top school officers from the states
ity to the measuring of student to Mount Vcrnon. Va., tomorrow
progress.
to unveil the new enforcement
In the first example, the approach and the special educaEducation Department plans to tion policy.
give some states more freedom
Education lX-partmcnt leaders
in how liny lest hundreds of dei lined comment until then.
thousands of children with mildThe
new
enforcement
er (Usabilities. But only states thai approach is the first significant
can prove progress or a strong change under Spellings, who
commitment to improve will be

Stale lawmakers
criticize No Child Left
Behind law.

helped write the law as Bush's
domestic policy chief in the
White House before becoming
secretary in lanuary.
Spellings has determined
that the Education Department
hasn't focused enough on the big
picture — whether students are
learning — when it reviews and
approves state education plans.
States must get approval if they
want changes in how they hold
schools accountable.
As examples, the department
now plans to more closely review
the states' progress in graduating
students, showing gains in early
reading and providing report
cards to the public.
"If they're going to judge states'
efforts on meeting the intent
of No Child left Behind, then
I think it's going to be a great
move and something everyone
will be in support of," said Scott
Young, senior policy specialist for
the National Conference of State
Legislatures. "It would put more
focus on results, not on making
sure states comply with certain

Leaders dispel prejudice
RELIGION, FROM PAGE 1

noted that the surge in medical technology has raised more
ethical questions. Answers for
people of the lewish faith will
always come (torn their holy
texts, said (iarsek.
The goal of the discussion was
to eliminate prejudice and to
unite people using knowledge.
Many people have misconceptions about the scientific understandings of the different faiths,
saitl Sally Kaloti. president of the
Muslim Student Association.

Its important to let students
sec viewpoints from different
religionsaiul ha\ canyquestions
answered.'' Megan Spangenthal,
president of I lillel. said.
Matt Hildebran, campus
director of 1120, agreed with

SpangenthaL
"Any time there is an arena to
talk about spirituality is a good
thing l>ecause it gets students
thinking,'' Hildebran said.
Ricske, while rendering a
brief history of religion and science, noted the importance of
the first great scientists — who

were Muslims. He also admitted the poor reaction of many
Christians to science's rising
ability to explain the unknown.
On the topic of evolution, he
emphasized the need to ask
why God created us, not how.
"Science is only the study of
God's will." Rieske said.
Walihaj concentrated on the
commonalities of the three spiritual leaders, including himself.
"Allah honors us by giving us
this name: believers," Wahhaj

said.

Students make their voices heard
not as an organization, hut as
private citizens according to
wants to move her organiza- LSU political chair |cff Nolish.
"Individuals will he doing
tion towards political particidifferent things for candidates
pation.
they
want to support," Nolish
Ii should always be our goal
to get students motivated," said.
VISION has voter registra(,liner said.
Though Gortly lleminger has tion materials it provides to its
met with Latino Student Union members. However, because
VISION is not affiliated with
HI ,isk for support, members
ill I Ml will he making choices. any political party, they arc not

COUNCIL. FROM PAGE 1

actively mobilizing student
voters for the primary.
All groups, whether participating in action before the
primary or not, recognize the
importance of having a classmate representing the student
body on the city council.
"Students don't really have
a voice. This is our opportunity to voice our opinions,"
llartwell said.

89 Years Young!

KLEVERS JEWELRY

"It doesn't make
sense to decide there
is a group of kids
who will never make
grade level... We hold
great exception to
that concept."
RICKISABIA. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

regulations."
The bipartisan conference of
state lawmakers has criticized
the Bush administration over the
law, calling it a coercive act that
sets unrealistic goals for some
hard-to-reach students. One
state, Connecticut, became the
first yesterday to pledge a federal
lawsuit over the law.
Yet the department's plans to
give states different treatment
based on good behavior raise
political and legal questions,
said Patricia Sullivan, director

of die independent Center on
I ■(11ic.ition Policy. Administration
officials said lawyers have cleared
the idea.
"Who is going to decide whether you have a different level of
commitment than another
state?" Sullivan said. "Will it matter whether you're a red or blue
state? Will it matter whether you
have something pending in your
slate legislature to send the federal money back?"
On the special education policy, the department already allows
schools to test 1 percent of students — those with significant
cognitive disabilities — at their
instructional level rather than
their grade level. That has been
die only testing exception.
Now the department will also
allow flexibility for students who
are not severely disabled but who
have not been able to reach grade
level because of disabilities such
as moderate mental retardation
or severe emotional disabilities.
Schools will be allowed to give
alternate tests for an additional

2 percent of kids, aimed at covering these "gap" students.
The tests may be geared toward
grade-level content but presented in a different way, or they may
be based on a different academic
level deemed appropriate for an
individual student. The department will be looking for models
that ensure progress and align
tests to content.
Pu t together, the change means
3 percent of all children — that's
roughly 30 percent of all children
with disabilities—will be allowed
to be tested on standards geared
for them.
States have been clamoring for
that flexibility. But several advocacy groups for the disabled are
angry about the change, saying it
weakens the promise to leave no
child behind.
"It doesn't make sense to decide
there is a group of kids who will
never make grade level," said
Ricki Sabia, associate director of
the National Down Syndrome
Society Poliq' Center. "We hold
great exception to that concept."

Locals contribute to PVMA
FOOD DRIVE. FROM PAGE 1

the materials be put to use, not
in storage."
Hilling, who also donates to
three or four other animal organizations a year, said she liked
what she saw the PVMA group
doing widi die food drive, and
realized by giving the supplies
to them they would be put to
good use.
"She knew she couldn't store
everything, so she gave it to us
because she knew we would do
good things widi it," Smerk said.
Kim knew we would give it to
places who truly needed it and
would appreciate it."
It all started with a donation
box in the Life Science Building
with a list of places where other
boxes could be found throughout Bowling Green for contributions.
The supplies were then distributed between Wood County
and Toledo Humane Societies.
Nature's Nursery and Maumee
Valley Save-A-Pet.

Donations were distributed
evenly among die organizations,
while special needs donations
were placed with animal shelters
that needed them most.
"Nature's Nursery was the only
place that had birds, so they
received a lot of supplies in that
area," Smerk said.
O'Neill said everyone who
received donations were eternally grateful. While public participation was not as active as PVMA
had hoped, the results of the food
drive were still bigger than the
group had expected.
The food drive is not the only
event tiiat PVMA has hosted this
year. They also had pet stockings
for sale to raise money for local
organizations over the holiday
season.
"We originally only made 50
stockings and ended up having
to take orders after the first day
because we sold out." O'Neill
said.
PVMA ended up selling over
200 stockings, and raising a sub-

M-HauK

PIT STOP

stantial amount of money for
local animal shelters.
For animal lovers who'd like to
help in the future but feel left out,
O'Neill and Smerk said that the
name of their group — Pre-Vet
Med Association — is misleading.
"Anyone can be a member, not
just pre-vet majors," they said.
Currently there are eight
members in die group, which
started back in the spring of 2002.
Secretary Cari Smerk is an original founding member, and is
proud of how far they've come.
"It took us about two years to
get the organization going and
to build interest in the group."
Smerk said. "Many people still do
not even know we exist."
Editor's Note: PVMA's next
meeting is April 13 at 9 pm. in
room 112 of the Life Science
Building, anyone is welcome.
For more information contact
Courtney ()'Ncill at coneil^bgnet.
bgsu.edu or Cari Smerk at
scari@bguet.bgsu.edu.
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Serving the University since 1918

* Jewelry & Watch Repair, Batteries, Bands
* Engraving
* Watdws
* Ptndtnu
* Plaques & Awards
* Special Orders Welcomed

lewelry
*Earrings
Diamonds * Bracelets

«0X
Cash or Check

ENGRAVING
Open Monday-Satuiday • Comer of Poe & Haskias (Fairview Plaza)

419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

tUMMER
1^ Rentals Available
Leases May 14,2005 to August 6,2005 at Noon

PROPERTIES CO*

Extra large Bearooms flvallabieT
www.preftrrtdproptrtiesco.com

GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES: at 451 Thurstin, across from Offenhauer.
S750 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only.
ONE BEDROOMS: Several locations. $750 for the
summer, deposit $225. One person only.
TWO BEDROOMS: Several locations. $900 for the
summer, deposit $225.Two person limit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5 00
wivw.johnnewlov,erealestatexom

Make your home at:
• Piedmont
• Fox Run
• Haven House
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
• Triplex- small pets allowed
• And other locations!

Great Affordable Fall Rates!
Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-9378
mm

lEE=r*

Cherry wood Health Spa
•
•
■
•

Indoor Heated Pool
Newly Renovated
New Equipment
Sauna

WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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WEIGHT WATCHERS' NEW SCHEDULE
The Union is considering having a 16-week session
of Weight Watchers, starting April 26, with two breaks,
on Memorial Day and the Fourth of July. Using this
schedule, the last meeting would be Aug. 23. Total
cost would be $192. If interested, call 2-9009 ore-mail
jsward@bgsu.edu by 5 p.m. Thursday, April 7.

CAMPUS
getaJifp

SPRING GRAD FAIR

^^■■^^

hitp'J/evcnIs.bg.su.eduy

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Research Project Clinics
University Libraries is once
again offering Research Project
Clinics. These clinics offer
nndergraduatesacliancctowork
one-on-one with a librarian on
a specific research assignment.
Students can develop search
strategies, discover various print
resources and services on the
first floor of the Jerome Library,
and identify online resources for
their topics.
Here are some guidelines for the
Research Project Clinics:
Clinics are for undergrade
ate students.. Students must
register at least aday in advance,
Advance scheduling gives library
staff members the opportunity
to prepare for each meeting.
To schedule an appointment
for Research Project Clinics,
call 372-6943, or stop by the
Information/Reference Desk on
the first floor of Jerome library.
lerome library

the Organization for Women's
Issues.
Union lobby
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Health lair
ReaUty Check 2005 Health Fair
Sponsored bj Student Health
Service. Wellness Connection.
For More Information Contact:
Wellness Connection 372-WKU.
Union Ballroom
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
BFA Senior Thesis Fxhibition
Opening Reception at all three
venues Saturday March 19,
7-9:30 pin.
Dorothy Uber Bryan, Willard
Wankelmaiumill In ion t latteries
11 .'.in. - 4 pin.
Spring Survey. UAO will be
passing out surveys for next

year's homecoming.
Union lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Amnesty Petition Drive sponsored by Amnesty International.
Union Lobby

9 a.m.
Jazz Week 05
I'vent is free and open to the

public.
Moore Musical Arts Center
Vince Gjrgiulo BGNens

9 .i.iii. -1 p.m.
Springboard Recruitment Table
sponsored by Springboard.
Union Ijjbby

HERE COMES THE GRAD: Jessica Gratz gets ready for her May graduation by looking through
the assortment of sizes of caps and gowns. She is an early childhood major and has to find the
right colored tassle to match those in her class. The color of the tassles for education majors
is light blue.

TASSEL COLORS FOR
ALL MAJORS AROUND
THE COUNTRY

ENGINEERING: Orange

PHARMACY: Olive Green

FINE ARTS: Brown

PHILOSOPHY: Dark Blue

FORRESTRY: Russet

PHYSICAL EOUCATION: Sage
Green

AGRICULTURE: Maize

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
3 on 3 Tournament Signup
sponsored by Real 1 jfe
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Pizza Party Fundraiser. Delta
Sigma Pi will be selling
all-you-can-eat pizza tickets.
Union Lobby

JOURNALISM: Crimson
ARCHITECTURE: Blue Violet
LAW: Purple

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
Peacock Blue

11) a.m. 1 pan.
Pampering Day Sign-up Table
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha
Union lobby

ARTS & HUMANITIES: White
LIBRARY SCIENCE: Lemon

PUBLIC HEALTH: Samon Pink

ACCOUNTING BUSINESS: Drab
(light brown)

MEDICINE: Kelly Green

SCIENCE: Golden Yellow

DENTISTRY: Lilac

MUSIC: Pink

SOCIAL WORK: Citron

ECONOMICS: Cooper

NURSING: Apricot

THEOLOGY: Scarlet

EDUCATION: Light Blue

ORATORY: Silver

VETERNARY SCIENCE: Gray
Source: htrQones.com

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Kenya 5K Benefit Sales
T-shirts and tickets for funding
kids with AIDS in Kenya will hi'
sold to raise awareness about
AIDS.
Union lobby
IO a.m. r. p.m.
Carnation Sales sponsored by

John W. Strawman,
D.D.S.
WELCOMES

11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
International Dinner Ticket
Sales sponsored by the World
Sludent Association.
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Mrovvn Mag lunch: "Summer

ReadJiigPreview: Strong Females
in Children & Adolescent
Literature." Presenters Rona
Klein and Kim
Greenfield
(English) will discuss a sample
of literature dial contains strong
female characters in books for
a variety of ages. Characters
from picture books all the waj
up to novels intended for a
high school audience will be
considered. Come and share

your favorite strong female
characters and stories in this
casual presentation.
107 Hanna Hall
1 -3 p.m.

Blood Pressure Screening,
Sponsored by Student Health
Si'l vices
Union Lobby
I-3pm
Recruitment tor on-campus
summer jobs, sponsored by the
Office of Development
Union lobby
1 - 6 p.m.

Hake Sale Fundraiser for Alpha
I'hi Omega pledge class.
Union lobby
2-4 p.m.

International < lareers u ith Peace
Corps, sponsored i>> tneCareet
Center.
Union lobby
6 - 7:30 p.m.
IIDA lahiiiau Dance Workshop
University Dance Alliance
presents a beginning workshop
in traditional lahitian Dance
forms. The class iv ill be taught by
Jennifer Itadakovich. I his evenl
is open to anyone interested,
regardless ni experience Cos) is
S3, or free to IIDA members,
lor More Information Contact:
IIDA

President

Maria

8 p.m.
The Foui Freshmen
Part ofJazzWeek 2005. All tickets
$25. For tickets, call 372-8171

or 1-800-589-2224. Sponsored
by Bob and Karen Selio. Doors
open al 7::i() p.m. with music
provided by the BGSU Jazz Lab
Hand.

Union llnllrtxmi

DAILY ADVISING TIP
For the Most Up-to-Date Fall 2005 Classes,
Check out the online Schedule of Classes at
http://webapps.bgsu.edu/classes/search.php

Sponsored by Advising Network

Unique Chiropractic
Program ma
D'Youville College
is the first liberal
arts and professional

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
228 S. COLLEGE »K-M:Two bedrm. unlurn. or turn. l$25/mo.l apartments.
Resident pays $20/mo. for unlimited gas heal, water, & sewer. Resident pays
electric. $495/mo. for a 12 mo lease. $595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.

Jeffrey Kaiser, D.D.S.

Family Dentistry
Accepting New Patients
Same Day Emergency Care
Delta Dental Provider for
BGSU Staff, Faculty, and
Students
Call for appointment
419-352-4661
1064 W. Wooster St..
Bowling Green
Visit our Website at
StrawmanKaiserDentUts.com

college to offer
this program to
students in a
traditional college
campus setting,

320 ELM ST. #H: Completely (urn. apts. Resident pays electric
$545/mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.
525 N. ENTERPRISE tk & B: S610/mo. fora 12 mo. lease.

which includes full

801 FIFTH ST. 11-8: S495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
S595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. »4 Rented!

integration of study

803 FIFTH ST. 12-8: $495/mo for a 12 mo. lease.
$595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. 16 Rented!

students from
majors.
other maioi

in classrooms with

309 HIGH ST. »5: Resident pays electric. S540/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$640/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.

W

208 E. MERRY ST. #D: Unfurn. lower duplex. Eat-in kitchen & off-street parking.
S390/mo. + utilities.
520 E. REED ST. H, 4, ft 7:Ienant pays electric. S565/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$665/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.
824 SIXTH ST. #2-8: S495/mo. fora 12 mo. lease.
S595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. 13 Rented!
843 SIXTH ST. 12 ft 3: Two bathrooms. $410/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$5107mo. for a 9 mo. lease.

224 TROUP: $525/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

DYouville
COLLEGE

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620

EtJHcafihrrftrLife

332 S. Main
Bowling Green
www.ntwlovcrealty.com
newloveinfo^newlovorentals.com

Perez

mperez0togneLbgsu.edu
Z22 Eppkr North

(716) 829.8400 • 1.800.777.3921
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QUOTEr.VQlTM'K

OPINION

"There will be good days and bad, which
means that some days I may be cranky and
some days really cranky."
Peter fcnnings in an e-mail lo his Iclknv employees regarding
his recent diagnosis of lung cancer.

-WIISK KDITOHIALI MIAMI TXIVKISSITY

School tax funding needs fixing
The Blue Ribbon Task Force
for Funding Student Success
has spoken — and no one is
listening.
The Task
Force
was
commissioned
to
make
recommendations to improve
the public education funding
system in Ohio, but Gov. Taft
failed to include the group's
primary
recommendation,
the elimination of "phantom
revenue," in his newest budget.
"Phantom revenue" is a
unique situation in which school

YOU DECIDE
Do you think school tax codes
need fixing? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feedback on our web site.

districts in Ohio automatically
have their taxes decreased when
property values rise.
In this way, rather than
collecting the same percentage
of property values during these

inflationary periods, districts only amend its Constitution to allow
collect the same dollar amount schools to reap the rewards of
rising property values. Rather
in taxes.
Meanwhile,
when than forcing a rollback in taxes,
allocating state funding to districts should simply be allowed
individual school districts, the to collect more money in taxes.
One important consequence
state fails to take into account
these rollbacks in the tax rate. of a move toward amending the
Consequently, as inflation Constitution would be to allow
continues, schools have less and for fewer school levy proposals.
Under the current system
less money to spend on students
of school funding, schools
after adjusting tor this inflation.
In order to eliminate must attempt to pass periodic
this
"phantom
revenue" levies simply to keep up with
quandary, the state should inflation. If schools were allowed

to keep up with inflation without
passing levies more resources could be devoted to their
ultimate end — education.
Moreover, allowing school
districts to take in more money
when property values rise is not a
zero-sum game. Often the value
of properties in a community
will rise as the value of public
education in that community
becomes greater.
When communities have
well-recognized public schools,
they become more attractive
to parents and thus property

values rise. As such, the increased
funding from rising property
values would allow the schools
to improve, which would in turn
further raise property values.
Gov. Taft and the State
Assembly must address the issue
of school funding in Ohio.
Unless the state Is willing
to step up and give its school
districts
more
of
an
opportunity
to
provide a high quality
education, there may not be
enough students qualified to
receive such scholarships.

Hatin'is tearing
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE
ONTO STREET

Do not rule out
the Balkans for
study abroad
I came to Croatia knowing

only a few words and
phrases in (Toatian, so
communicating with my host
mom, Nevcnka, is always an
adventure.
One day. 1 was trying to use
the little Croatian I knew (or
thought I knew) to tell her
things I liked. When I tried to
say I like ice cream, la volim
sladoled, it came out as ja
volim Slobodan, which means
freedom and is also the first
name of the ex-Serbianleadcr-nutorious-warcriminal currently at the
1 lague, Slobodan Milosevic.
My host sister Iva
collected me thank goodness.
1 didn't want my host mom
to think that I liked Slobodon
Milosevic or that I was an
American nationalist trying to
spread "freedom" across the
globe.
Then there were the times
I tried to find my way home
and got hopelessly lost three
times. The house I'm staying
at is in a hilly pan of Zagreb

with lots of windy uphill
streets that are confusing for
most people, especially for
someone like me with a poor
sense of direction. Thankfully.
I had the address with me and
got a ride home twice from
kind people willing to help a
lost foreigner.
The third time I got home
myself after about 45 minutes

00 the phone with my host
brother giving me directions.
I ■ 11i ■ r. he drew me a map
from the bus stop to the house
and on the other side of the
paper, he told me how to write
"please help me I am lost" in
Croatian. I have never had to
use it but would love to see
somebody's expression after
1 come up to them and show
them my sign.
Our group (I'm on the
Balkans program with the
School for International
Training) has travelled to
Ljubljana. Slovenia and
Belgrade, Serbia and we will
be going to Sarejevo soon.
Belgrade has been my
favorite city so far because it is
so laid back and beautiful. We
have been learning about a
lot of really heavy stuff such as
human trafficking, land mines,
the war, the erased population

in Slovenia, the Hague, glbt
rights, Roma (gypsy) issues,
Kosovo independence and the
NATO bombings.
It is great to get to talk with
people from the region to hear
their perspective on politics,
women's rights, the war, NATO
bombings, Serbo-Croatian
language and other issues.
The most important thing 1
would like to convey to people
is that the Balkans-former
Yugoslavia (Slovenia, Serbia
and Montenegro, Bosnia and
I lerccgovina and Macedonia)
aren't backwards countries full
of war mongering gun toting
lunatics. Some of my friends
and family were concerned
about the part of the world
I chose to study in since all
they knew about the region
was the war. Of course, visions
of NATO bombings, ethnic
cleansing, refugees and mass
graves came to mind.
It is unfortunate dial tiiese
are often the only things that
come to mind when people
think about the region. It is a
safe, interesting and fun place
to be. so don't cross it off your
list of places to visit or study.
HEATHER PERHE
heathcrpeme@yahoo.com

How are you funding
your higher education?

ERIN BILLINGS
FRESHMAN, MUSIC
EDUCATION

"Through the funding
of Dr. Bentley in the
oboe department"

LINDSAY BELL
SENIOR, IPC

'I pay half and the
'rents pay the
other half!'

A matter of difference in opinion
JOVANNI
BELLO

U-WmQ)hmm>l
IhiMi.imiHurriam
University cfMhiim
I am going to state my
opinion here, and if you
don't like it you can a) hate
me for it, or b) rebut it with
something that has nothing to
do with that I was originally

saying
It seems to me that people
have been slowly losing their
capacity to think and reason.
They act on whims and
without analyzing the situation,
do whatever is necessary to
prove they're right.
Example: Suppose you and
your friend have been buddies
for years, you agree on
practically everything. Then
one day, you two have a
disagreement. Suddenly the
years of friendship go down
the drain, and instead of
disliking the opinion of the

person, you dislike them. You
insult them for having that
opinion and call them an ass.
You need to analyze the
situation. Does someone's
opinion totally make up who
that person is? Even if the
opinion is of importance, is
one opinion worth throwing
away a relationship with that
person? No, it's not. Instead,
make amends, and if need be,
agree to disagree, hut do not
hate the person just because
they believe in something that
you feel is wrong.
Some of you are going
to give me some ridiculous
pseudo-intellectual dribble to
the effect of: "But opinions are
a reflection of who a person is!"
No. They are opinions;
they are not behavior, you
can bash my opinions all you
want, disagree with them and
say they're incorrect, but you
have no right to bash who I am
because we disagree.
With that response, you're
saying that because you
disagree with me on a certain
subject it completely makes
me an ass, or ignorant?

Also, if you call someone out
on their behavior, telling them
you disagree with a certain
aspect of how they have been
acting, chances arc they'll
justify their position with
points that have nothing to do
with what you originally spoke
about.
Suppose you tell a friend you
feel he is being arrogant, he'll
only respond with tales of how
he gives to charity, helps the
homeless, saves kittens and
gives enough blood to make
the Red Cross blush. Funny
thing is, he's still arrogant.
If someone disagrees with
you, think about it and don't
let one disagreement lodge a
spike between you; if someone
calls you out on your behavior,
instead of automatically
trying to justify your position,
be open minded and think
about what they said.
Let us, as a whole think
more, and appreciate the
diversity of thought, rather
than become defensive and
hateful.

D0U6 RYAN
SENIOR, EXERCISE
SPECIALIST

"/ strip on the
weekends and work at
Marble Slab Creamery
weekdays."

MARK HOSTFRMAN
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS
FINANCE

7 rob little kids'piggy
banks."

this campus apart

There is a major problem
brewing on campus. And
it was not caused by Oavid
Horowitz. It's got nothing to
do with rising tuition. It's not
underage drinking, and it's
definitely not the lack of
line-ass booty.
There is a serious amount
of hatiri going on up in this
piece, and as a hip hop fan, it's
discouraging to see students
latching onto the worst aspect of
my beloved hip hop My hip hop
grammar is not quite up to par,
so if this sounds awkward please
forgive me.
As a serious journalist. I've
covered all the major campus
events of the last 30 years. The
Natty crisis of '84. Trie unfortunate resurgence of country
music in '91.1 was even on the
scene when theTri-Lambs beat
the Alpha Betas in the Fraternity
Olympics and Booger finally
got himself some tail. But I have
never seen such a high level of
hatin' before
There are
some things
that most
Ohioans are
obligated to
hale. Winter.
Champagne
without ice
in it. and I
ain't talkin'
bout frozen
water. And the Yankees. On a
personal note, after they fired
George Costanza. I just can't look
Steinbrenncr in the eye anymore.
However, students should not
be hatin' on each other. I am sick
and tired of seeing Republicans
vs. Democrats. Drinkers vs.
Smokers. Yo' mama vs. the
backside of my hand. Great, now
even I'm hatin'. Ibis is becoming
contagious.
I'm starting to wonder if the
University recently opened up
new courses in 1 laterizational
Studies. That does sound like
something awesome to major in
though. Imagine going into a job
interview and being like. "That's
right, I had a 3.6 in I laterizational
Studies, playa. Now, get off yo' ass
and get me some moet!" That's
sort of my own personal Loc Dog
fantasy, which I advise all soon to
be graduating seniorstotryout
Last week was College
Republicans week. Every day last
week was given a special name
by the College Republicans. For
example, last Tuesday was "And
Michael Moore day."
This Ls a prime example of
hatin' at its worst You all know
that the College Republicans

GEORGE
VALKO
fast. Opinion Editor
You can't front on this
are just jealous of Moore. After
his films started blowin' up, lie's
been getting all the honeys.
Republicans aren't angry about
what he said about ("resident
Bush, Uiey're just heated cuz
when he pulls up to the club in
his Escalade with the rims still
spinnin', all the ladies line up for
a ride.
Of course the College
Democrats do their fair share of
hatin'. They be hatin' on themselves. Students cannot even find
one of their cuts on the top 10, let
alone the top fo'ty. They mi^it be
kickin' it underground, but they
will never get the kinda scrilla the
College Republicans arc gettiri
Their hatin' ain't doin' nothing
for the University, they might as
well dirow in die toweL It's like
my mother used
to say, "Ya ought
quit hatin' and
getvo'selfajob
boy!"
So, in order to
fan the flames
of separation, I
have petitioned
the University
to declare next
week "Man, you
must be trippin'. I can't believe
your hatin' again. Best get out my
face before I slap you upside yo'
head" week. I'm planning to have
many events to help the student
body. "Hatin' on I lomework" is
just one such event where 1'U
have tutors in many subjects
located in the Union ballroom to
help students drop their
homework like it's hot.
I think my favorite event will
be "Take the Frontin' oughta
Freshmen." I«r this, I'm gonna
ask several learned seniors to
adopt a freshman for the rest of
the semester, sort of like the Big
Brother program. Each senior
will show their freshman how to
roll, correct Nextd etiquette and
where to get the best Chinese
food off-campus.
The week will culminate in a
bumpin' party to be held at my
crib All students will be invited,
but 1 must warn you, I have a
limited supply of Crys'. so first
come first serve. Also, I can only
fit 20 to 30 people in the VI.R, so
best be lookin yo' best, cuz only
the FINEST ladies get into the
VI.R
Hit George up on his two-way
at valkogi^bgneLbgsiLedu

"That's right, I had a
3.6 in Haterizational
Studies, playa. Now,
get off yd ass and get
me some moet!"

ANGELA GORTER MANAGING EDITOR
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: Why did the
man jump off
the Empire State
Building?

Whose *Aea wai i+ '
+o walk all W
wau4o 'thff union

A: He wanted to be
a hit on Broadway.

The first person who
complains about the
warm weather will
receive a swift kick
to the pancreas.

Tired of bad jokes? Then e-mail
a good one to msitssma&bgnet.
bgsu.edu and it might be used
in next week's Not News.

-*?

Cartoon HlustraiFd by DM White BG NB«S

Never surrender to mutant locusts

OnMarch20,CBSloldus
that spring break can be
scary when it aired its
gripping, chilling and
riveting made-for-'IV movie
"Spring Break Shark Attack."
It was this generation's "laws,"
for we the young'uns needed a
movie we could relate to where
scores of one-dimensional
characters methodically enter
the unforgiving ocean only to
be gobbled up by sharks
because the scriptwriters
wanted it that way.
Indeed, spring break can
cause mass panic, but not
from sharks ruining a perfectly
good week of intoxication and
debauchery. Hence, a more
appropriate film would have
been called "Warm Corona
Disaster" or "That Cameraman
Wasn't Actually From 'Girl's Gone
Wild.'" (The BG News does not
endorse alcohol consumption
— refrigerated or otherwise — or
the video recording of naked
breasts for profit.)

MATT
SUSSMAN
Puddle of Suss
Still, over 11 million bored
citizens nined into watching
sexy coeds being devoured by
fish who were probably angry
because the swimmers couldn't
wait to relieve themselves until
after they got out of the water.
But CBS isn't happy with 11
million. They want more. So
their next venture will be
another gripping, chilling,
riveting movie about — you
guessed it — extremely big
locusts.
Slated for an April 24 air date
(that's a Sunday, so don't make
plans!), "Locusts" will star Lucy
lawless as a locust expert who
must find a way to stop a plague
of genetically engineered locusts,
lawless will no doubt use what
she learned while portraying

Xena, Warrior Princess and run
around swinging her sword at
the large locusts while wearing a
gold breastplate.
Or she might play a doctor
who uses her thinkin' powers to
stop the mutant locusts. Other
way it will be masterfully
gripping, chilling and riveting.
But, like any normal
columnist would point out, we
must consider what to do if a
fictional movie actually
happened in real life. What if
someone created giant locusts to
do his bidding, and how relieved
would we be that he didn't
engineer giant hamsters? The
human population would be
grucsomely nibbled to death!
But people are ignorant of
how giant locusts would really
behave. According to the voices
in my head (who received a
Ph.D. in liicusiology with a
specialization in Abnormally
Huge Animality), a typical giant
locust would be the size of a Sega

"By no means would
giant locusts kill
humans, although
someone in a tinfoil
hat told me that
mutant locusts were
behind the Kennedy
assassination."

Game Gear and reproduce faster
than a rural Ohio high school
senior class. Their sound would
lie amplified tenfold, and a
swarm would sound worse than
a concert in Anderson Arena
But hy no means would giant
locusts kill humans, even though
a nice man in a tinfoil hat told
me that mutant locusts were
behind the Kennedy assassination. According to a press
release from PETA (People for
Equal Treatment of Aphids).
"KNHKN1IKNHK" — which is

locustspeak for "The locust
collective has no intentions of
eating any humans because
tienple are unclean and some of
them wear too much cologne."
Added the locusts, "KNHKNIi"
— which, in short, means they
have made no promises to span'
our soybean crops and Little
1 K'bbie snacks. 1 can hear you
say to yourself, "Not the
soybeans!"
We cannot stand idly by and
let them feast on OUT t latmcal
(jeam Pies. Therefore, since
a plague of giant locusts is
very possible and we should
ahwy s brace for the worst like

the Department ni I lomeland

Security does, we must plan for
Sega Game Gear-sized locusts
The voices in my head tell me
that locusts are just
swai ining grasshoppers, and
that some people eat grasshoppers. Therefore, instead of
gorging ourselves with the new
Burger King's Enormous Omelet

Sandwich, we must round up all
the cooks of the world to capture
and cook the very enemy which
threatens to eat our soybeans.
Better yet. we must air a
special gripping, chilling, riveting
episode of "Iron Chef where the
chairman of Kitchen Stadium
will announce "the secret
ingredient is... LOCUST!" That
way we will watch expert chefs
skewer and saute our insect foes,
much to the delight of all 11
million viewers.
I Inprhillv this column has
rid any worries you had of giant
locust swarms, because next
to nuclear war, rising tuition
and warm beer, unusually large
locusts are one of our
generation's biggest concerns.
As for man-eating sharks?
l.ct Lucy lawless handle it.
E-mail Mali (or the voices
in his head I ft) hear all the

latest locust news stories at
msussmatfbgnetbgstLedu

With late night hallucinations, who needs sleep?
Last week, the National
Sleep Foundation released
a report claiming that
three-fourths of American adults
suffer from sleep problems The
Associated Press quoted Richard
Gelula. the foundation's CEO,
as saying, "People who sleep
well, in general, are happier and
healthier.... But when sleep is
poor or inadequate, people feel
tired or fatigued, their social and
intimate relationships suffer,
work productivity is negatively
affected, and they make our
roads more dangerous by driving
while sleepy and less alert."
Negatively affected? More
dangerous?
What a load of hooey!

BRIAN J.
MCFILLEN
U-Wirt Columnist
Imliana Duity Student
Indiana Unhrrsity

Everyone knows that sleep is
a myth, a scam, a crock, a... a...
load of hooey. Hey, what do I
look like, a thesaurus?
No, if you waste your time
with sleep, you'll miss the best
sniff in life — all of which,
experts know, usually happens in
the two hours before you have to
get up for work.
As a charter member of the
International Society for the
Insomniacal Arts, I'd like to share

lESsCL

finest of hallucinations: the Sock
Pixies, the Queen of Waffles, the
things that live under the carpet,
the boy that delivers the
newspaper. Of course, you
shouldn't get too carried away;
there are some weirdos who
think paperboys actually exist.
•The point has been made
before elsewhere, but the best
television is on late at night. I low
else could you find out that an
unsterilizcd toothbrush might
kill you? Or that there are
thousands of hot, young college
girls out there, waiting to bare all
just for you? Or that you could be
making millions of dollars while
only working three days a week?
Believe me, until I started

watching infomercials. I had no
idea my life was so unfulhTling.
•If you don't stay up, how will
you ever escape that thing in
your closet? It stays up all night,
drooling, just waiting to pounce
as soon as you shut off the lights.
But, boy, will it be surprised
when you never do. In fact, if
you're any sort of humanitarian,
you'll protect your neighbors by
staying up all night, every night,
playing Metallica's "Ride the
lightning" at maximum volume.
Sure, they might complain, but
it's for their own good.
• But the benefits aren't
restricted to nighttime. Resisting
the lure of sleep injects excitement into an otherwise mun-

dane life. After all, what's more
spontaneous than never knowing where you'll wake up? Some
people blow hundreds of dollars
a month in drinks just to get the
same experience! Why else did
they invent cruise control? And
besides, do you really want to
be awake for the entire time you
spend at work or in class? I didn't
think so. I ley, there's no spelling
"weekdays" without "daze."
Yes, it's a brave new world for
those of us who refuse to
surrender our eight hours a day
to just lying around like a log,
doing nothing, taking up space.
Hey, you can even use it to get
work done — but really, where's
the fun in that?

Fantastic Giveaways at the

International Dinner
2005
Presented by the
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION

with you some of the wonders
you'll never experience if you
give in to the temptation of your
base animal instinct for
unconsciousness:
•For the gourmets out there,
not sleeping provides culinary
benefits unknown in the waking
world. For example, when else
could you get fresher munon
but in the dead of night? Racing
across verdant fields under a
full moon, vaulting over fences,
snatching up sheep, the cool
air on your naked skin — alih,
there's no better feeling. Huh?
Why naked? Uhh, scared sheep
taste better.
•If you get a regular amount
of sleep, you'll miss out on the

Spring Semester
\

ft
Come enjoy a buffet of food
and musk cooked and
performed by BGSU's
International Students!

RADUATION
FAIR
Today 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room

April 10th, 2005
6:00 PM

rWi

2*
ut

:

Lenhart Grand Ballroom
in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Ticket Sales:
Dates: April 5th, 6th, 7th
Time: 11:30 AM-2:30 PM
Location: Union Lobby
Price: $8 for Students
BURSARABLE

$10 for Non-students
$6 Children
Fa more information, contact Katie at
/4I9I372-2249

1«W XiL.A»»«*

Win a $500 Home Depot Gift Certificate
Win a $ 100 Walmart Gift Certificate
( Sign-up at the Key Yearbook Table)

other great giveaways include a MP3 Player, diploma frame,
2 gift certificates for 4"x7" photos and an Alumni Sweatshirt
• PURCHASE CAP flf GOWN
• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
• RECEIVE YOUR GRADUATION TICKETS...AND MORE I

Get your senior portrait taken
for the Key Yearbook
'One Stop Shopping For All Your Graduation Needs!"

For more commencement information log on to
http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
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ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD SLAIN DURING FIGHT
CLEVELAND (AP) —A boy was shot and killed during
a fight outside of a recreation center, the second death
near the center this year, police said. Police found the
body of Brandon Davis, 11, Monday in a field across
from the Lonnie Burten Recreation Center. He had
been shot in the back near his heart.

SWE
Hospital records
lost in the wind

Medicare too complicated
BylMaRulon
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The nation's
top Medicare official told
senators yesterday that the
government will try harder to
sign up seniors and disabled
people for its prescription
drug program, after a pilot
plan enrolled just one-sixth nl
people nationwide and in Ohio.
lawmakers
passed the
Medicare overhaul in late 2003.
hut more than a year later, only
6.2 million people had signed
up for the Medicare drug cards
out of 41 million who arc
eligible. In Ohio, 279.388 people have signed up out of 1.8
million Medicare beneficiaries.
Enrollment rates among
low-income
Medicare
recipients, who were eligible
for SI ,200 in aid over two years,
were even lower.
The enrollment rates for the
discount cards, which offer
price breaks of 10 percent to
25 percent, on average, are

troubling
to
lawmakers of Government Management,
because greater benefits will be the Federal Workforce and the
available to the poor through District of Columbia, urged
the permanent Medicare McClellan to learn from the
prescription drug benefit that challenges associated with the
begins in lanuary 2006 — but pilot program when he rolls out
the permanent benefit.
only for those who sign up.
"The problem is that so many
"It is a topic that is
complicated and a senior is seniors just had too many
going to have to take some time options available and that
to sign up," Mark McClellan. made it very difficult for them.
administrator for the Centers Also, many of them are not
literate,"
said
for Medicare and Medicaid, computer
told the Senate subcommit- Voinovich, R-Ohio. "We want to
tee. "For that reason. I think we make sure this thing is launched
are not going to see automatic properly and that people take
advantage of it."
signups overnight."
Sen.Tom Carper, D-DeL, said
Ann Womer
Benjamin.
director (iiiheOhio's Insurance the government also should
Department,
told
sena- explain the program to seniors
tors that the government's "so that they can come close
Medicare office also has had to understanding it, and their
trouble distributing training children and loved ones can
materials and information to understand it if they can not."
McClellan responded that
stales, sometimes resulting in
the government plans to work
"gaps in accurate information.''
Sen. George Voinovich, with state and local officials,
chairman of the Senate unions, community groups
Subcommittee on Oversight and national organizations to

get information out on the new
benefit. It also will advertise
the benefit and mail information, in English and Spanish, to
Medicare recipients.
"These populations can be
very hard to reach," McClellan
said, adding that the government plans to automatically
enroll some seniors.
Diane Archer, a lawyer for the
Medicare Rights Center, which
is part of a coalition of civic
groups trying to get drug cards
to eligible people, said if the
government wants to learn a
lesson from that card's implementation, it should be that the
best way to make sure people
use the new benefit is to automatically enroll everyone.
"There are millions of
Americans who may not ever
know that this benefit is available and who will struggle
to understand the program,"
Archer said. "If they don't fully
understand it. they are not
likely to sign up for it."

hospital system and referred all
THE ASSOCIATED PUSS
CLEVELAND
—
Patient questions to the research hospital.
confidentiality was blowing in the "It's currently being investigated,"
said Mary Parsons, director of
wind yesterday.
Thousands of sheets of marketing at Marymount.
The items included patient
highly
detailed
patient
hospital records blew across busy names, patient numbers, home
downtown streets and sidewalks. addresses, insurers and policy
It wasn't immediately clear how it numbers, treating physicians,
admission and discharge dates
happened.
Eileen Sheil, a spokeswoman and detailed billing information.
OneitemdatedMondayshowt'd
for the Cleveland Ginic, said the
research hospital was preparing a Cleveland man was billed $203
for a prostate cancer screening
a statement on how the breach
in patient confidentiality occurred. test. Another showed a surgery
She said the hospital would pro- patient from Brecksville was billed
Sti0,716, including $26,052 for 13
vide a hot line for people to call.
Executives in business suits days in a recovery unit.
The bills estimated that
and uniformed Cleveland Clinic
insurance would cover all charges
security officers crisscrossed
the area, picking up papers as for both patients.
Federal law limits the release
motorists already slowed to a crawl
Iry road consmiction watched and of patient infomiation. Hospitals
routinely turn aside inquiries from
honked.
The items included bills from the news media unless a patient
Marymount I lospital, which or family members approve the
is part of the Cleveland Clinic release of information.

Man released on bail then accused of murder
Possible murder
suspect set free due to
miscommunication.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ZANESV1LLE, Ohio — A
miscommunication led to the
premature release from jail of
a man now accused in a fatal
shooting in South Carolina.

leremy McGilton, 24, is one
of four people charged in the

killing of lames Young, 24,
during an argument on March
25 in Nlxonville, S.C. McGilton
is in jail in I lorry County, S.C.,
wiiere he is charged with
murder.
He was released from

Muskingum County jail on Feb.
27, (hough he was supposed
to stay in jail until a March 14
parole violation hearing that
could have kept him locked up
for another 2 1/2 months.

His release came after an
order from state officials to
keep him locked up did not
get passed from city officials
to Muskingum County sheriff's
deputies, said Andrea Dean,
spokeswoman for the Ohio
Department of Rehabilitation
and Correction.
City and county officials met
yesterday to trace the source
of the miscommunication,
police Capt. Kenneth Miller

Stephenson said.
said.
"It's
an
unfortunate
On Feb. 24, Muskingum
County deputies picked up situation," Stephenson said.
McGilton at the city jail on a "Would he have still gone to
county warrant accusing him South Carolina when he got
of driving with a suspend- out? Probably."
McGilton was paroled last
ed license and transferred
him to county jail. They did year after serving three years
not receive the paperwork for burglary, but returned
indicating he was not to to prison for a handgun
be freed, so McGilton was violation after five months.
released when he posted bail He was released again in
three days later, Sheriff Robert November.

said. He would not elaborate
further and a message seeking
comment was left with Chief
I lie I ambes.
Zanesvillc
police
arrested McGilton on Feb. 12
on a charge accusing him of
having a gun as a convicted
felon and locked him in the
city jail, iwo days later, state
officials told the city not to
release McGilton pending a
parole violation hearing. Dean
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PLAYING IT SAFE AT BORDER CONTROLS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans will need passports
to re-enter the United States from Canada, Mexico.
Panama and Bermuda by 2008, part of a tightening
of U.S. border controls, three administration officials
said yesterday. Similarly, Canadians will also have to
present a passport to enter the United States.

MTI0N

Doctors see Jennings as inspiration
By David Barter
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Peter Jennings,
who revealed he has lung cancer yesterday, plans to continue
on "World News Tonight" as
much as he can after beginning
chemotherapy
next
week.
Jennings, ABC's chief anchorman since 1983, planned to be at
his desk yesterday — a day after
getting his diagnosis
A former smoker who quit
several years ago, the 66-yearold anchor was too ill to work
Saturday during the network's
special report on Pope John
Paul ll's death. He hasn't been
feeling well the past few months,
and didn't travel under doctor's
orders after December's tsunami
because of what was described
then as an upper respiratory
infection. He did go to Iraq in
January for the elections.
"There will be good days and
bad, which means some days I
may be cranky and some days
really cranky," Jennings told ABC
News employees in an e-mail.
"Almost 10 million Americans are
living with cancer. I am sure I will

rate is so high because so many
patients aren't diagnosed until
their disease is in an advanced
stage, Connery said.
Charles Gibson, Llizabcth
Vargas and others will substitute
for Jennings from time to time,
said ABC News President David
Westin. Gibson is in Rome for
coverage of the pope's funeral,
an assignment that Jennings,
a former Rome and lx>ndon
correspondent for ABC News,
normally would have taken.
"He's already bringing to this
new challenge the courage and
strength we've seen so often in
his reporting from the field and
in anchoring ABC News." Westin
told ABC staffers. "1 know that
all of us will give him every bit
of support that he needs and
asks for."
Ironings is the last of the
anchor troika that dominated
broadcast network news divisions over the last two decades.
NBC's Tom Brokaw stepped down
last year and CBS' Dan Rather left
last month.
"Peter is an old friend," Brokaw
said Tuesday. "I'm heartbroken.

learn from them how to cope
with the facts of life that none of
us anticipated."
Lung cancer is die leading
cancer killer in the United States,
and roughly four out of five
people diagnosed with the
disease die within five years,
said Dr. Cliff Connery, chief of
thoracic surgery at St. LukesRoosevelt Hospital in Manhattan.
Doctors said most lung cancer
patients can continue to work
diroughout treatment, but need
flexibility to take it easy on days
they are not feeling well.
With his very visible position
on television each night, Jennings
could be an inspiration for many
Americans going through a
similar fight, said Dr. David
Johnson, chief of oncology and
hematology at the Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine.
"I think it sets the right
example," Johnson said. "I think
it says you shouldn't stop your
life if you have cancer. It may take
your life, but you shouldn't let it
control your life."
There are effective ways to treat
lung cancer, but its mortality

but he's also a lough guy. I'm
counting on him getting through
this very difficult passage."
While still in his 20s. Jennings
anchored ABC's evening news
for two years in the 1960s. He
returned to the desk in 1978
when third-place ABC tried a
multi-anchor format, which
was abandoned in 1983 when
Rank Reynolds died from cancer. Jennings has been ABC's sole
evening anchor ever since.
A Canadian who proudly
became a U.S. citizen in 2003.
the urbane lennings dominated
the ratings from the late 1980s
in the mid-'90s, whet) Brokaw
surpassed him.
"Jennings
has
served
American broadcast news with a
graceful internationalist InteUigence," said Rich llanley, director of graduate programs al
Quinnipiac University's school
of
communications.
"His
manner of news delivery stood in
contrast to but not in opposition
of the gentle Midwestern aesthetic expressed by Tom Brokaw
and the don't-mess-with Texas
eccentricity of Dan Rather."

Ken Retail AP Fhoto
TOUGHEST ASSIGNMENT OF HIS LIFE: Petet Jennings will continue
serving American broadcast news while battling lung cancer.

Every provision of Patriot Act to be reviewed
By Mark Sherman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The Bush
administration's rwo top law
enforcement
officials
on
yesterday utged Congress to
renew every provision of the
anti-terror Patriot Act. FBI
Director Robert Mueller also
asked lawmakers to expand the
bureau's ability to obtain records
without first asking a judge.
"Now is not the time for us

to be engaging in unilateral
disarmament" on the legal
weapons now available for
fighting terrorism. Attorney
General Alberto
Gon/.alcs
said. He said that some of the
most controversial provisions
of the Patriot Act have proven
invaluable in fighting terrorism
and aiding odier investigations
"It's important that these
authorities
remain
available." Gonzales told the Senate

Judiciary Committee.
Mueller said sections of the law
are especially important.
"Experience has taught the FBI
that there are no neat dividing
lines that distinguish criminal,
terrorist and foreign intelligence
activity," Mueller said in his
prepared testimony.
He also asked Congress to
expand the FBI's administrative
subpoena powers, which allow
the bureau to obtain records

An illustrated step-by-step guide
to the perfect Central Ohio summer.

You'll be oh so far ahead when you go back
in [he fall. You might even get hack on the
"tour-war plan."

unless renewed byCongress.
()n lhe sarne d;iv (lon/alrs u as
speakingto trie Serute committee.
Sens Laity Craig, R-ldaho, and
Dick Durbin, D-IIL planned to
irintroducr legislation designed
to curb major parts of the Patriot
An that they say went too far.
(iioler heads can now see
that the Patriot Act went too

far, too fast and that it must be
brought back in line with the
Constitution," said Gregory

Nojefan, associate director of the
American Civil Liberties Union's
Washington legislative office,
The ACLU is part of an
unusual
coalition
of
PATRIOT ACT, PAGE 8
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without approval or a judge or
grand jury.
The Patriot Act is the
post-Sept. 11 law that expanded the government's surveillance and prosecutorial powers
against suspected terrorists, their
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of the law is permanent, but 15
provisions willexpireinDecctnbri
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Missing deputy's wife is found

A deputy prison
warden's wife was
abducted 10 years ago

her husband, Randy, with FBI
"I thought about
agents present who "said the
how it would be
reunion went well," he said. The
couple have two daughters, who
many
times," Dial
were 8 and 10 at the time of the
said.
"I hoped
disappearance.
By Richard Green
Dial,
a
sculptor and
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS
I'd
be
luckier,
see
painter, was convicted of the 1981
OKIAHOMA CITY— The wire murder of a karate instructor. He
them coming. But I
of a deputy prison warden who had obtained trusty status at the
didn't."
vanished 10 years ago with an Oklahoma State Reformatory
escaped killer told authorities in Granite in southwestern
after she was found that he had Oklahoma, and he ran an inmate
RANDOLPH DIAL,
held her captive the whole time, pottery program with Bobbi
ALLEGED ABDUCTOR
a federal agent said yesterday.
Parker and had access to their
A tip generated by the TV show home, in staff housing on prison
"America's Most Wanted'' led law grounds, during the day.
later that night traced to Hurst,
enforcement to a mobile home
The morning of Bobbi Parker's Texas. "I can't talk now," she said,
in Campti. Texas, where escaped disappearance in August 1994, crying. "I'm OK. Tell the kids I'll
convict Randolph Dial was her husband saw Dial working see them soon."
arrested Monday, said Salvador in his garage, where there was a
A day later, she made a second
Hernandez, special agent in kiln for firing potter): as he left.
call, this time from Port Worth to
charge of the FBI in Oklahoma.
When he returned for lunch, a friend. It was the last message
The assistant warden's wife, he found a note from his her family got from her. "I've got
Bobbi Parker, 42, was found wife saying she went grocery 30 seconds to talk," she said. "I
a short time later working at shopping. When his wife want you to call my home. Tell
a chicken farm not far from had not returned home that the kids I love them and I'll be
Campti, agents said. They were evening, Randy Parker called the home soon."
living together in the same prison and discovered Dial also
Randy Parker is now warden at
trailer and she had stayed with was missing.
the William S. Key Correctional
Dial out of fear for her family,
Bobbi
Parker's
mother Cental at Fort Supply in northI lernandez said.
received a phone call from her western Oklahoma. A spokesShe was later reunited with

man at the prison said Parker
did not want to comment.
In a jailhouse interview with
The Associated Press yesterday
in Campti, Dial said he always
expected he would be caught.
"I thought about how ii would
be many times," Dial said. "I
hoped I'd be luckier, see them
coming. But I didn't."
Dial declined
to say
whether heheld Parkercaptiveor
threatened her family. He said
he talked to her Monday night
and told her "to be good to
herself. She's got it coming."
Shelby County Sheriff Newton
Johnson had said earlier that the
woman wanted to stay on the
farm in Texas, but Hernandez
said he believes the sheriff's
comment arose from comments
she made thanking people as she
was leaving the farm. Johnson
said yesterday that authorities
continued to question Parker.
I lernandez said that while it is
unusual for someone to be held
against one's will for so long, ii is
not unprecedented.
"There have been cases of
this kind and typically this will

DO YOU WANT TO
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Please circle one of the following options:
In the fall I would like lo see:
Hand
Please circle one performer from each of the 6 categories:
Comedians
Show/ Artist
Best of Chapelle Show
Colin Machne
Mitch Hedberg
Dane Cook
Lewis Black
Ron White
Bill Endangle
Larry "The Cable Guy"
Andy Dick
Bruce Bruce
Carrot Top
Gallagher
Kids in the Hall
Norm McDonald
Stephan Lynch

Tallinn
Mick Foley
Henry Rollins
Morgan Spurlock
Spike Lee
IceT
Michael Ian Black
Loveline
Ellen Degeneres
Jeff Corbain
Cal Ripken Jr.
Other Suggestions

result when someone believes
family members might be in danger." I lernandez said. They were
living under the assumed names
Richard and Samantha Deahl.
"1 just wait for it to come to an

Comedian

liberal and conservative groups,
Including
the
American
Conservative Union, that have
come together in a joint effort
to lobby Congress to repeal key
provisions of the Patriot Act.
Among
the
controversial provisions is a section
permitting secret warrants
for "books, records, papers,
documents and other items"
from businesses, hospitals and

other organizations,
That section is known as
the "library provision" by its
critics. While it does not
specifically mention bookstores
or libraries, critics say the government could use it to subpoena
library and bookstore records
and snoop into the reading
habits of innocent Americans
Gonzales told lawmakers
yesterday the provision has been
used 35 times, but never to obtain
library, bookstore, medical or gun
sale records.
The criticism has led five
states and .175 communities in
43 stales to pass anti-Patriot Act
resolutions, the ACLU says.
Even some Republicans are
concerned. Senate Judiciary
Chairman
Arlen
Specter,
R-Pa.. has suggested it should be
tougher for federal officials to use

SUBWT
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Speaker

Country
Dierks Benlly
Josh Gracin
Lee Ann Womack
Blake Shelton
Lonestar
Diamond Rio
Mark Wills
Willie Nelson
Chris Cagle
Darryl Worley
Shelly Fairchild
Shedaisy
Sara Evens
Alison Krauss 50-60
Emerson Drive
Brad Paisley
Big&Rich
Gretchen Wilson
Mongomery Gentry
Rock
311
Sum 41
Muse
Beck
The Mars Volta
Breaking Benjamin
Queens of the Stone Age
Jack Johnson
Gavin Degraw
Jess McCarthy
Ryan Cabrara

Simply complete
our form at:
bgnews.a>m/cla.ssifieds

..■is?
oip,an\ia\\on/.

419.372.2486

Go Online and click on the SURVEY button:
Www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao

end," Randy Parker said in 1999.
"I'm waiting for that call, that's
exactly what I'm doing. I keep
hoping every day that maybe
today will be the day. But so far,
it hasn't been."

Patriot Act receives criticism
PATRIOT ACT. FROM PAGE 7

It is easy
to place a
classified ad in
The BG News!

Phone Number:

Indto/Punk
Band
New Found Glory
The Killers
MEST
Fall Out Boy
Taking Back Sunday
Jimmy Eat World
The White Stripes
Modest Mouse
Something Corporate
Zebrahead
Sugarcult
Ani Difranco
Cake
Built to Spill
Brand New
Hip-Hop/ R*B
Brooke Valentine
John Legend
Fantasia
Omarion
Ciara
Lil John
T-l
The Game
Talib Quali
Mos Def
Kanye West
Common
Llyod Banks
Slim Thug
Mario
Lyfe Jennings

The Oklalraman AP Photo
BACK AT HOME I his undated photo shows Bobbi Parker who was found
at a mobile home in Campti, Texas.

that provision.
Gonzales already has agreed
to two minor changes to the
provision, and was expected to
address those yesterday, a Justice
De|)artment official said on
condition of anonymity so as not
to pre-empt Gonzales' testimony.
He will support giving
someone who receives a secret
warrant under the provision
the right to consult a lawyer and challenge the warrant
in court, and will back slightly
tigbteningtlicstandard for issuing
subpoenas, the official said.
Neither change addresses
the central concern of opponents, which is that it allows the
government to seize records of
people who are not suspected
terrorists or spies.
Critics say the law allows
the government to target
certain groups, but the Insure
Department counters that no
Patriot Act-related civil rights
abuses have been proven.
Just in case, Craig and Durbin
want Congress to curb both
expiring and nonexpiring parts
of the Patriot Act, including the
expiring "library" provision and
"sneak and peek" or delayed
notification warrants. Those
warrants allow federal officials to
search suspects' homes without
telling them until later.
The lustice Department said
federal prosecutors have asked
for 155 such warrants since 2001.
Gonzales also notes that the
law has been used in non-terrorism cases. For example, federal officials used it to track over
the Internet a woman who ultimately confessed to strangling an
8-months-pregnant woman and
cutting the fetus from her womb.
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ISRAEL PLANS TO MOVE GAZA SETTLERS IN
JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
and settler leaders worked yesterday to hammer
out a compromise that would move thousands
of Gaza settlers en masse to an area on Israel's
Mediterranean coast, even before the country's
withdrawal from the Gaza Strip in the summer.

WORLD

Crowds mourn Pope at Basilica
By Victor L Simpson
IH[

«SS0CI«TED PRESS

VATICAN CITY — In a major
change to a centuries-old
practice, the Vatican will ring
bells in addition to' sending
up white smoke to signal the
election of a new pope, a Vatican
official said yesterday, reflecting
lohn Paul Us wishes about the
choosing of his successor.
An
estimated
600,000
mourners streamed past John
Paul's crimson-robed body in St.
Peter's Basilica during the first 24
hours of viewing, city authorities
said. Millions are expected for
Friday's 10 a.m. funeral (4 a.m.
EDT), including an estimated 2
million Poles hoping to pay last
respects to their native son.
Italy called extra police to
Rome and planned to seal off
much of the Eternal City to
protect a VIP contingent that will
include President Bush, former
presidents Bush and Clinton as
well as the presidents of Syria
and Iran.
Vatican spokesman loaquin
Navarro-Valls said the cardinals
had yet to decide on a date for
their conclave to choose a new
pope. According to church law.
it must start 15 to 20 days after a
pope dies.
The cardinals also haven't read
the spiritual testament of John
Paul, who died Saturday at age 84.
But he did make his wish known
"to be buried in the ground," said
Archbishop Piero Marini.

Marini said lohn Paul would means a pope has been elected.
"1 don't think it will be a long
be buried with white silk veil on The smoke is from the burning conclave," he said, adding diat
his face, a rosary in his hands of the secret paper ballots.
cardinals have had time to reflect
"This time we plan to ring beforehand and already should
and his body clad in liturgical
vestments and the white miter. the bells to make the election have "clear ideas" when they
His body will be placed inside of the pope clearer," he said, begin the balloting
three coffins— wood, zinc and recalling wrong calls in past elecAs the cardinals met, buses
wood— a design meant to slow tions. "This way even journalists unloaded huge groups of
will know," an acknowledgment students, pilgrims and clergy
decomposition.
A small bag of commemorative of the Vatican's interest in using who joined a line stretching for
medals issued over the course of the media to get its message miles along the wide avenue
his 26-year pontificate, as well across to a.worldwide audience. leading to St. Peter's Square and
In
other through the streets of the neighas a sealed document
developments. John borhood around the Vatican.
featuring a brief
"I
hope
description in latin
Philadelphia
Cardinal
Paul's
personal
it's not
physician told la lustin Rigali, who spent years
of John Paul's life, will
be buried with him,
curiousity Repubblica news- working at the Vatican, called the
Marini said.
paper that the outpouring the most dramatic
but deep
lohn Paul will
pope "passed away he has witnessed.
be laid to rest with
faith that slowly, with pain and "This is the fourth funeral
suffering which he for a pope that I personally
regal pageantry near
brings
endured with great participated in. 1 think this
the tomb that is traexceeds everything," he said.
ditionally believed people here," human dignity."
"The Ilolv Father "This is the most extraordinary
to be that of the
could not utter a tiling that ever happened.''
first pope, St. Peter.
MARGHERITA
The doors of St. Peter's Basilica
single word before
Marini brushed off
SACCOHANI.
rumors that Polish
passingaway." said Dr. were opened to the public
MOURNER
Renato Buzzonetti. Monday evening. At 3 a.m.
soil would be placed
"lust as happened in Tuesday, the doors were closed
in the coffin.
"Everybody has wishes. It is the last days he could not speak, for cleaning and the faithful
outside started chanting "Open
impossible to fulfill them all," he was forced to silence."
The next pope is likely to up, open up!" in protest.
he said.
Margherita Saccomani, who
One of lohn Paul's wishes, follow John Paul's conservative
Marini said, was for bells to ring bent closely— the late pontiff came to Rome from Tuscany,
in the announcement of a new appointed all but three of the huddled under a foil blanket
pope to avoid confusion over 117 cardinals who can vote in a with her three children. "I hope
it's not curiosity but deep faith
the color of the smoke coming conclave.
Brazilian Cardinal Geraldo that brings people here," she
from the chimney of the Sistine
Majella Agnelo told Italian state said. "I am here because I want
Chapel.
Black smoke signals no radio Tuesday that he thought my daughters to experience Uiis."
The cardinals— who are sworn
decision has been made after a a new pope would be chosen
to secrecv on their deliberapapal ballot, while white smoke quickly.

AlessanOro Biartchi (V PMO

UNITED IN SORROW: Visitors move through St. Peter's Bascilica to pay
their respects to Pope John Paul II. The funeral is scheduled for Friday
at 10 am. (4 a.m. EDT).

tions— are to review any papers
the pope may have left for them.
One may reveal the name
of a cardinal John Paul said he
named in 2003 but never publicly
Identified, The name of the cardinal was held "in pectore," or "in
the heart"— a formula that has

been used when a pope wants to
appoint a cardinal in a country
where (he church is oppressed.
Navarro-Valls said yesterday
he didn't know if the pope mentioned the "in pectore" cardinal in any documents given to

the cardinals.

Iraqi government to form in Hussein's gaze
Monday and yesterday in one of transfer of sovereignty.
Saddam will be tried before
its biggest losses in recent weeks.
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Ousted AsofMonday.atleast 1,536 mem- the Iraqi Special Tribunal
dictator Saddam Hussein will bers of the U.S. military have died established in late 2003. The tribuwatch from his Baghdad jail since the beginning of the Iraq nal has given no official dates for
cell as Iraq's newly-elected war in March 2003, according to starting trials.
As U.S. officials have
parliament chooses a new an Associated Press count.
president Wednesday, the next
Interim Vice President Rowsch slowly begun to return control
step in building Iraq's first demo- Nouri Shaways said Saddam will of the troubled nation to Iraqi
cratically elected government in be able to see the parliamentary security and government officials,
session from his jail cell, although insurgents are targeting Iraqis
50 years, Iraqi officials said.
Lawmakers put the finishing it was unclear if the broadcast along witii U.S. troops.
In
one
tape
posted
touches yesterday on an agree- will be live or taped. U.S. military
ment making Kurdish leader lalal officials declined to comment.
yesterday by the terrorist group
"This is a very important al-Qaida in Iraq, a man in his 20s,
Talabani president and Shiite
Adel Abdul-Mahdi and interim session because this is the first identified as Iraqi soldier lassim
President Ghazi al-Yawer, a Sunni time in Iraq's history that the Mohammed Hussein Malidi, was
Arab, his two vice presidents.
president and his deputies
On Thursday the 275 are elected in a legitimate and
lawmakers elected Ian. 30 democratic way by the Iraqi peowill likely name Shiite leader ple," he said. "That's why the Iraqi
Ibrahim al-iaafari prime minister, government thought it would
clearing the way for lawmakers to be beneficial that the former
begin focusing their attention on dictator see this unique process."
Saddam was captured north
writing a permanent constitution
of Baghdad in December 2003
by their Aug. 15 deadline.
The new interim government and has been in custody with
will lay the foundation for future several of his top henchmen at
elections and a permanent a U.S.-guarded detention facilgovernment — all key to an ity near Baghdad's international
airport. U.S. military officials
eventual U.S. withdrawal.
The U.S. military said four transferred the 12 defendants
service members were killed to Iraqi custody in June with the
By Traci Cari

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

beheaded for working with the
U.S.-allied government
The authenticity of the
tape, posted on a militant VVeb
site that carries most al-Qaida
in Iraq statements, could not
immediately be verified.
The man was shown squatting
on the ground in an empty room,
wearing full military gear with his
hands tied behind his back.
"God's verdict against this
renegade, who was tempted by
dollars, has been carried out,"
said a statement shown on die
tape. "Let everyone who sold his
religion and joined this unit know

that he will have the same fate."
The video later showed the
man lying blindfolded on the
ground before two masked
men appeared. One held the
victim's legs while the other
severed his head with a knife as
shouts of "God is great!" were
heard off-camera.
Al-Qaida in Iraq
has
claimed responsibility for
beheading numerous Western
hostages and mctnbcrsof the Iraqi
security forces.
A second video posted on the
same Web site by another group.
Ansar al-Sunnah Army, showed

a man who said he worked as
an informer for police in the
northern city of Mosul.
The man, who identified himsell as I lussein Taha Qassim and
said he was born in 1968, told
an interrogator he informed the
police about the hideouts of four
insurgents. He said the police
killed three of the insurgents
while die found escaped.
In the next image, he was
shown lying face-down on the
median of a two-way avenue,
and a masked gunman used an
automatic weapon to shoot him
several limes.
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Minimize Your Cost.
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Townhouses

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
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• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS
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Hookups
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Ipm-Spm • Career Services
10am-2pm • Career Services
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Online Application: www.upsjobs.com
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The UPS
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Get up to

$23,000*
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Education Assistance!
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CALL 353-5800 Today!
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Management Inc.
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BRIEFING
Hudak wins MAC West
Player of the Week

WEDNESDAY

Today the Mid-American
Conference named BG infield
ii Andy Hudak as MAC West

April 6,
2005

Player of the Wfeek.

Hudak liclpcd the Falcon
baseball learn to a 5-0 record
last week by balling 9-for-18
with
three
doubles,
seven Klils. six
runs and an
.833 slugging

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

percentage.

He
also
drove in winning runs in
two of BG's ANDYHUDAK
SENIOR
thiee games
against
(eniral Michigan, one of them
nulling in extra innings.
1 ludak is now in a tie for (ith
place on BG's all-time doubles
list (38] and tied for 7th on BG's
all-time HBI list (132).

Battle goes
beyond the
court come
March

0

ELLIOTT
SCHREINER

Baylor blasts MSU
By Chuck Schoffner

of the Big 12, the Lady Bears now stay comfortably ahead after
sit at the top of their sport.
zooming to a 19-point lead in
"What a team I get to coach," the first half. Nicmann finished
lhe Baylor Lady Bears wanted
Mulkey-Robertson
said.
"It
wasn't
the first half with 15 points on
to be a shining light for a university that needed something to the coaching, it's these guys 5-of-7 shooting from behind the
applaud. One dazzling national taking me for a tremendous ride," 3-point line.
Not that they were resting easy
When the horn sounded, the
championship ought to do.
Sophia Young's 26 points. Bears Hopped on the floor in after thai. Knowing that Michigan
Emily Niemann's precise 3-point celebration as confetti sprayed Stale had rallied from 16 down in
shooting and the brilliant, ener- all around the RCA Dome. They the second half to beat iennessee
getic play of Chameka Scott and jumped in unison, donned in the Sunday night's semifiLatoya Wyatt carried Baylor to a championship caps and fans nals, Baylor never let up. The
84 -62 victory over Michigan State chanted "Mulkey, Mulkey" while Spartans got no closer than nine
last night for the school's first the players swanned their coach. as the Lady Bears kept answering
[hey won with unforgiving whenever the Spartans did score.
NCAA title by a women's team.
And what a title run it was. Five defense that disrupted almost
Even with a 20-point lead,
years after coach Kim Mulkey- everything Michigan State tried Baylor kept attacking, mak
Robertson took over a team that and by poking enough holes in
went 7-20 and was at the bottom the Spartans' matchup zone to
NCAA TITLE, PAGE 12
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Michael Conroy AP Photo

BIG GAME: MSU's Lindsay Bowen vies for possession with Baylor's
Sophia Yoong, who scored 26 points in an 84-62 Baylor win.

Old Blue Eyes

livery year.
65
college
basketball teams enter the NCAA
tournament with hopes they
will pull off a six-game winning
streak and bring home the NCAA
championship.
That minute number pails in
comparison to the millions of
people that take part in bracket pools - either online, in an
office, or alone [if you're a loser
like myself). (ionsidering the vast
number of participants that take
part in pools each war. it's prettv
safe to say the pools are more
important than the tournament
itself.
That is why Andrew Manzone,
our BG News Bracket pool
winner, can consider himself the
smartest man alive (at least in our
humble pool).
Out of 57 participants,
Manzone was the last one stand
ing, coming in with 152 points
after correctly choosing NCAA
champion North Carolina. /Ml the
glory that conies with winning
— five pizzas and three two liters
from Papa lohns — didn't come
in just one day for Manzone.
It took months of analyzing,
crunching numbers, and getting
inside the players' heads in order
to correctly come up with the
formula it takes to win a bracket
pool.
That goes for all the competitors. Second place finisher lason
Izor said knowing the teams and
knowing bis anatomy is what got
him to the top. I le won a free
sweat-shirt from the University
bookstore for his efforts.
"I research a little bit about the
teams" he said "But in the end I
just go with my gut decisions."
Izor, a longtime North Carolina
fan, said their winning had a great
deal to do with his great finish.
Most years, he takes the Heels to
the house.
"Not every year," he said.
"When they had a losing record
a few years ago I didn't go with
them. But if they are a seven seed
or above, I go with them."
After months, years and
decades of research, Match
Madness rolls around. That is
when these finely tuned competitors get to come into their own
and show what they can do — on
paper and on the couch.
"I was glued to the TV a lot,"
Izor said.
Third place winner Bob
Sunderhaus. who won a S25 gift
certificate from Woodland Mall,
had a similar method to Izor.
"I evaluated a little bit and
thought aliout who was doing
good," he said.
When the games began, the
participants' nerves were on
edge.
Izor was the first to feel this.
"There wasn't really nerves
since I was in a lot of oUier
brackets." he said.
Sunderhaus felt the same. In
the end, die pool brought out
the competitive spirit of the
participants.
"No, no," Sunderhaus said. "I
kind of just went with it."
Well, maybe this isn't a blood
and guts competition. Maybe it is
just for fun.

Cheerleaders head to Nationals
BG is set for first
trip to nationals in
Bowling Green history.
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green cheerleading
squad is set to go where no cheerleading squad has gone before.
At least no squad from BG.
That's because tomorrow
at 3:04 p.m., the team will start
their two minute, fourteen
second routine at the National
Cheerleading
Association
championships, making them
die first set of cheerieaders in
Bowling Green history to take
part in a meet of diis magnitude.
"We're really, really excited,"
BG cheerleading captain Mandy
I )rcignn said. "We're ready to do
something different with the
Bowling Green cheerleading
program."
Ii>r Dragon, this is something
that has been on her mind as well
as die mind of other cheerleaders
at BCi.
I've been here for four years
and we've talked about going but
we've never went," she said. "So
to he going is really exciting."
But getting there was a battle
in itself.
While many top programs
get to practice for this event for
an entire year, lhe Falcons have
had just three months to prepare
their routine, which includes a
variety of pyramids, tumbles and
mounts.
BG did not find oul until
January that they would gel
funded to make the trip to
Daytona, 11a. for the meet. Since
then, il has been quite a bit of
business mixed with a litde bit of
fun for BG.
"The tone is serious and lighthearted at die same time," cheerleading coach Valerie Faley said.
CHEERLEADING, PAGE 11

By Keith Parsons
IH L ASSOCIATED PRESS

Monday night, they got off to
another slow start. Unable to
get anything going inside with
lames Augustine in foul trouble
and Sean May clogging up the
middle, they took 19 first half 3s,
three shy of their regular-season
average for an entire game.
And these weren't good shots,
either. They made only five of
them and shot a season-worst
27 percent overall as they fell
behind 40-27.
"We didn't really come out
shooting the ball well and
playing great basketball," Dee
Brown said.
When diey fell behind by 15
early in the second half and

Before the biggest game of his
career, Sean May followed die
same ritual that served him so
well all season.
He had a conversation with
his faiher, who did most of the
talking
"You've been playing long
enough, you know what you
have to do," Scott May told his
son. "You have one shot. You'll
never forget diis moment if
you get it done."
lhe moment they shared
was brief, but Sean May got
the message. He made ail but
one of his 11 shots and scored
26 points in a dominating
perfonnance Monday night,
controlling the paint and
leading North Carolina past
Illinois 75-70 for die NCAA
championship.
In the process. May forced
one of his defenders to foul
out and left another with
four fouls. And die burly Tar
Heels center left with the Mosi
Outstanding Player award.
No surprise there. May
carried North Carolina to die
Final four by averaging 21.5
points and 11.8 rebounds in
the tournament, slightly better
than Ids regular-season numbers. In die final, his 26 points
matched the total his lather
scored in the 1976 final, when
Scon May and Indiana compleied an undefeated season
with a victory over Michigan.
"It means a lot. because I
tried to live up to my father's
expectations, even though
he hasn't wanted me to," the
younger May said. "It's very
gratifying to know that you set
goals for yourself and you're
able to achieve those goals."
Sean May did beat his old
man's effort in one way — he
finished with 10 rebounds,
two more than Scott May had
in his final game.
"We'll have some fun with
that," Sean May said with a
smile.
When May and his teammates arrived in St. louts, he
showed them the videotape
from that final 29 years ago,
the first time they had seen
it togedier. Perhaps now May
can put it away for good, since
he has one of his own. Quite a
night on his 21 st birthday.
"This celebration is a
lot better than that '76
celebration, 'cause it's my
celebration and this team,"
May said. "My dad talked
about it for so many years,
and I never really understood
what it was like. I never won
anything on diis level."

ILLINOIS. PAGE 12

UNO. PAGE 11

David Tun BG News

HOLDING FORM: The BGSU Cheerleadering squad practices a routine they will perform at the National
Cheerleading Association championships tomorrow. This is the first lime in school history that the
cheerleaders will compete at Nationals. They will be one of 16 Division I squads that will be competing.

Illinois runs out of three-point magic
By Nancy Armour
THE ASSOCIATED Pttss

Illinois had the right play, and
the right person taking the shot.
Down 73-70 with less than
20 seconds remaining, Dither
I lead darted behind the 3-point
line and waited for someone to
get him the ball. 1 le put up a
wide-open shot and then
watched helplessly as the ball
bounced off the rim and Sean
May snatched it up.
"I had a great look," said Head,
the team's best 3-point shooter.
"I just missed it."
Illinois had that problem all
night. After missing badly in the
first half, the Illini were forced
to take a title-game record 40
3-pointers in a furious race to

May takes
a page out
oifathers
book

catch up. When they finally did,
they had nothing more left,
missing five 3-pointers in the
final two minutes
The last attempt, by Mead in
the closing seconds, didn't even
come close. As the Tar Heels
began celebrating die 75-70 victory that gave them the national
tide, I lead sat despondently on
the North Carolina bench.
"We didn't win the national
championship, something me
and my whole team wanted to
do badly," I lead said. "It just left
a bad taste in your mouth. It
hurt"
But the Illini (37-2) brought
this pain on themsehes, taking
70 shots — almost 20 more than
the Tar Heels.

"If you shoot the ball 70 times,
you're going to be in trouble.
We shot 40 3s." Illinois coach
Bruce Weber said. "We had some
chances down the stretch, but
couldn't get it done."
Illinois had been flirting
with this kind of night the last
few weeks. During the regular
season, their energy and sound
offensive decisions helped them
make the run that kept them at
No. 1 for 15 straight weeks.
But they seemed to slip a bit as
the tournament — and maybe
the pressure — wore on. They
didn't have their usual pep and
wen' forced to take more and
more 3s to make up for their
slumping offense.
Even with so much at stake
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Miller done raining
threes on NYC, Knicks

!HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stephen lackson celebrated his
birthday by scoring 33 points
and tin- Indiana Pacers beat the
New York Knicks 97-79 last night
despite a poor shooting night
from Reggie Miller in his final
appearance at Madison Square
Garden.
Miller, who plans tc i retireaftel
this season, has long tormented
the Knicks and theirfans—most
notably film director Spike Lee
— with his clutch play in crucial
games at the Garden. Yesterday,
however, he went just 3-for-15
from the floor and finished with
13 points.
As the clock wound down
in the final two minutes,
the crowd chanted "Reg-gie,
Reg-gie." When the game
ended, Miller walked across the
court and embraced lee, who
had watched the game from his

usual courtside seat
Stephon Marhury had 19
points to lead the Knicks, who
have lost seven In a row and saw
their slim playoff hopes get even
more tenuous.

The Pacers, with their fourth
win in a row, moved ahead of
Cleveland in the race for the
seventh Eastern Conference
playoff spot. The Cavaliers lost
111 -80 to New lersey last night.
lackson, who turned 27, was
12-for-22 from the field.
Miller was the first Pacer
announced in the pregame
introduction and was greeted
with a loud mixture of boos and
cheers.
Some fans held up signs
reading: "Reggie Thanks for the
Memories," "Reggie Please Don't
Retire" and "We love Reggie."
After coming out for good
earlier
in
the
fourth
quarter, several fans yelled
"thank you" to Miller during a
timeoutwith2:33left. I lenodned
his head and raised his hand in
acknowledgment.
New York fans are all too
familiar with Miller's heroics
for the Pacers. In the Pastern
Conference finals in 1994, he
scored 25 of his 39 points in the
fourth quarter — trading verbal

barbs with Lee along the way
— to lead the Pacers to a 93-86
win and force a seventh game,
which the Knicks won.
The following year, Miller
scored eight points in 8.9
seconds in the final moments of
a 107-105 win in Game 1 of the
Pastern Conference semifinals
at the Garden.
Miller's outburst included two
3-|x>inlcrs, a steal, a rebound
and two free throws.
Anthony lohnson had 13
points for Indiana, and Dale
Davis added 10.
Tim Thomas had 13 for New
York, while Kurt Thomas had 12
IKmils and 12 rebounds, lamal
Crawford added 10 points.
Notes: Indiana guards Fred
tones (lower back spasms) and
lamaal 'Kinsley (bruised left footl
did not dress. ... Knicks coach
I lerb Williams, a longtime player
for New York, was asked before
the game what remembrances
he had of Miller's play against
the Knicks. "No memories," he
said with a smile. "I'm blank."

Falcons hope to make history
CHEERLEADING. FROM PAGE 10

"We're getting the opportunity to
compete with some of the best
teams in the nation."
Those teams Include mostly
bigger schools North Carolina
State, Georgia Tech and Michigan
are just a few of the schools taking
part in the IB-team competition.
It took a trip to one of those big
schools — Michigan — for IHI to
realize they had what it took to
compete with some of the best
schools in the nation. It was an
NCA camp in Ann Arbor that the
Falcons' talent was noticed.
"They asked us why we weren't
competing," Dragon said. "We
had four guys and four girls at
the time and they told us we were
good enough to compete."
The team going to I )aytona will
comprise of eight women and
nine men. Along with Dragon,
Kassie Kowalczyk, Marissa Kittel,
I .mien Gearhart, F.rin Collins,
Kylce Essinger, Rachel Mead and
Bridget Standifer round out the
eight women.
The men participating are
Gordon Rankin, Nick Young, Phil
Sanderson, Dominic Elmore,
Alex Dix, Gino (ieorgetti, Tyler
Simpson, Jordon Snyder and
John Thompson.
For the 16 cheerleaders
involved, winning is a goal,
but just competing is what is
important for BG.
The top 10 teams will advance
to the finals on Friday, while the
six remaining teams will compete
for an 11 th spot in the finals.
The Falcons are hoping to be in
the finals, but are realistic about
what might happen in their first
year at the competition.
"We would like to go down and
hit our routine," Faley said. "That
would be the best way to start our
appearance at nationals"

David Tarn BG Nevis

ALL SMILES; Members of the BGSU Cheerleading squad who will
be competing in Nationals pose for a group photo in Eppler South
yesterday evening. The squad is departing to Florida this afternoon.
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May proves to his old man
he can win championship
UNC, FROM PAGE 10

The lllini had rarely faced
someone as rugged as May, listed
at 6-foot-9 and 250 pounds. And
they were ill-equipped to handle
him, particularly when 6-foot-10
center lames Augustine left with
five fouls. Reserve lack Ingrain
finished with four.
"It's tough to stop May," lllini
coach Bruce Weber said. "They
had probably more inside threat
with May than we had, and it
made the difference in the game."
In the final 20 games of the
season, May had 15 doubledoubles, and he added the final
one when it mattered most. May
didn't take a shot after making
two free throws with 4:21 left to
give the Far Heels a 70-67 lead,
but he found other ways to help
I.uthcr Head later missed a
3-pointer that would have given
Illinois a tie in die final minute,
and May leaped high to tip the
carom to North Carolina point
guard Raymond RMton. When
I elton got fouled, a couple of his
teammates began celebrating a
bit, and May was there quickly to
squash it
He finally allowed himself to
smile when it was over, racing
over to hug coach Roy Williams.
"Sean came up with the ball.
He's running at me," Williams
said. "I just wanted to hug that
big rascal as long as I could hug
him."
May also soaked in the atmosphere in what might be his final
college game. All season long, he
insisted he would be back for
his senior season, but his performance in the tournament is sure
to make the NBA an option.
"It's been unbelievable," May
said. "My teammates, friends,
family, they supported us. I'll
never forget this 'til the day I die.
This is die test moment I've ever
had in my whole life."
At the start of the second half.
May scored North Carolina's first
two baskets, then added another

//

842/846 Seventh St.
ASK ABOUT SPECIAL
3 Bedroom Duplexes
2 Story/ 2 Baths
Laundry on site

less than 2 minutes later when
he followed up a miss by lauad
Williams with a powerful ilimk.
Time and again, when the far
Heels needed points, they went
to May, and he almost always
delivered.
"Man, Sean was absolutely
just killing those guys," North
Carolina guard Melvin Scott said
"I wish we could have gotten him
the ball 12 extra times and gotten
him 50."
Fven when Illinois surrounded him with double teams, Ma\
couldn't be stopped. I le threw a
nifty crossniurt pass to set up a 3
by lawad Williams to give North
Carolina a 60-53 lead, then Mas
had a chance fur a three-point
play on the ne\i possession after
making a juniper over Ingram.
Missing the free throw didn't
slow him down. May converted

!-ol-1 at the line to make it 65-55
before adding his final points on
those free throws to set up the
linish.
"They play really good defense,
but they extend so inucb.it leaves
a wide gap," May said. "Our
guards did a great job gening
me the ball, and they just kept

feeding me."
I le also had a hand in
helping the far Heels take the
lead for good, getting good position alongside teammate Marvin
Williams when Rashad McCants
missed a reverse layup May and
Williams both jumped for the tip,
but Williams was credited with it.
and the lllini couldn't recover.
"\nu know, il's nut supposed to
be easy." May said "We have I"
tip our hats to them. They played
well, hut we didn't give up. We
wanted to win."

Reality

1^2005

Trey Aubrey
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PaulSancya AP Photo

GOING UP STRONG i North Carolina's Sean May goes to the basket during
team practice for the Final Four on Friday, April 1, 2005.
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Wednesday, April 6th, 2005
Bowen-Thompson Student UnionBallroom
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
What's going to be there?
Freebies!
Priies!
Give Aways!

Free health info!

Management Inc.
Check out our website at WWW.MECCABG.COM
or calHl 9-353-5800

Health Screenings!

Sponsored by Student Health Service and The Wellness Connection 372-9355

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

Graduate, Professional Housing or
Students Desiring a Quiet Living Environment.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
#9CHELSIECT:Condo.$710/mo. +util.
485 S. CHURCH ST: $690/mo.+util.
3 U^OOUGH #B: $745/mo. + util.

138 N. MAIN ST #A & B: Non-smoking apts.
$675/mo.+electric & gas.

1453-1479 BURRWOOD DRIVE
4 bedroom, 2 bath homes with AC, washer
and dryer, gas log fireplace, and 2 car garage
$999 per month plus utilities (3 person rate)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture,full basement
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)

175"1 N.MAIN ST #C: $410/mo.+all util.
202 W.MAIN ST, PORTAGE: 5545/mo. + util.

121E. COURT #B: Newly remod.apt.
$575/mo.for a 12 mo. lease + util.

315 N.MAPLEST: S555/mo.+util.

322 DERBY: House. S575/mo.+util.

123W.MERRYST:5575/mo.+util.

401 & 407 S. ENTERPRISE ST #A & B: $435/mo.
+ electric & gas. 401 #B Rented.

309 PEARL ST: $600/mo.+ util.

115 W. EVERS: House. $695/mo.+util.

119 S. SECOND ST, PORTAGE: 5595/mo.+util.

111E. MAIN ST, PORTAGE: $515/mo. + util.

219S.SUMMIT: $435/mo. f util.

309"1 PEARL ST: $695/mo.+util.

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
2 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture,full basement, new carpet, tile floors,
microwaves, washer and dryers
$700 per month plus utilities (limit 4)
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Stop by or call us at 019) 352-5620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green

NEWIWE

www.newiovcrenlals.com
newloveinfoqnewloverentals.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Hows:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm
445 E.Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbriairentals.com
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Vinsanity goes wild on Cavs
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Vina' (barter scored 27 points
and the New Jersey Nets
continued their push for a
playotT berth with a 110-80 rout
of the Cleveland Cavaliers last
night.
I.eRron lames scored 24
points, but could not keep
Cleveland from losing.
Nenad Krstic scored 18 points
while lason Kidd had 13 points
and 12 assists for the Nets,
who made a season-high 13
3-pointers and won for the ninth
time in 12 games.
New Jersey 136-39) moved
within one game of Philadelphia
for the eighth spot in the East.
The Nets also arc battling
(>il.IIHIII for a berth and must
finish ahead of the Magic, who
hold the edge in the tiebnukri
by winning three of four from
New Jersey this season.
The Nets' third win in four
games against the Cavaliers gave
them the tiebreaker over fading
Cleveland (38-35).
The Cavaliers began the
night tied for sixth place with
Indiana, which was at New
York. Cleveland visits the I'acers
tonight — and could be without
center Zydrunas llgauskas.
llgauskas did not return after
leaving with a sprained right ring
linger with 7:03 to play In the
third quarter.
James finally got a rest after
playing 278 of a possible 289
minutes over a 10-game span
— including two that went to
overtime. He came out with
eight minutes to play and New
Jersey leading 92-71.
New Jersey shot 13-for-23 on
3-pointers. Six Nets made 3s,
including Jason Collins who
banked in an off-balance shot
with the shot clock about to
expire for his first of the season
— putting the Nets ahead 82-59.
Drewfiooden scored 16points
for Cleveland. 1 le hit his first live
shots, but got his third foul and
went to the bench with 3:11 left
in the first quarter.
New Jersey promptly went on
an 18-4 nm to take a 34-25 lead.
James then hit a 3-pointer,

Baylor gets big
boost from Young
became die first in the women's game to play for a national
ing steals and scrambling for championship team and then
loose balls. They were a perfect coach one. She was the starring
reflection of their feisty coach, point guard when [.ouisianaTech
who practically glowed in won the first NCAA title in 1982,
a bold aqua-blue pant suit as and later became an assistant
she stormed back and forth in coach at Tech, spending 15 years
front of the bench, calling plays, there before taking the Baylor job
pleading for calls from the in 2000.
officials and cajoling her players
Baylor fans everywhere are
to keep pressing.
thanking her for doing so. The
They responded.
Lady Bears 133-3) finished the
Young was named the mast season with 20 straight victories
outstanding player of the Final and helped erase an ugly stain on
Four and was unstoppable, the university, which was rocked
scoring 18 points in the second two years ago by a scandal in the
half.
men's basketball program dial
"Well, all those moments all just was uncovered after a former
paid off right now," said Young, a player was accused of killing a
junior who came to the United teammate.
States from the West Indies at
Michigan State (33-41 had
age 15, and had never played reached the tide game with
basketball before that. "This is unselfish play that epitomized
what I came here for and I'm team basketball. But guards
living my dream."
Kristin Haynie and Lindsay
Young went 10-for-19 from Bowen had to do it almost by
the field, grabbed nine rebounds, themselves in this one and that
and had four assists. Sleffanie was asking too much.
Bowen scored 20 points
Blackmon scored 14 points in
the second half and finished with and Haynie 17, but Baylor
22. Niemann missed her only negated Michigan State's two
3-pointer of the second half and powerful inside players. Kelli
Roehrig scored only 8 points and
wound up with 19 points.
The victory completed Liz Shimek had 7. Baylor also
an unprecedented double owned the boards, outreboundfor Mtilkey-Robertson, who ing Michigan State 45-22.
NCAA TITLE, FROM PAGE 10

Tony Oejik AP Photo

NOT ENOUGH. Cavaliers' guard LeBron James makes a drive to the hoop against the Nets' lason Kidd last
night. James scored 24 but the Cavs fell for the eighth time in 12 games, 111-80.

blocked a shot at the other end
and swished another 3 in a span
of 40 seconds to make It 34-31,
c Ma quickly countered by
sinking two of four consecutive
3-pointers by the Nets, who shot
6-for-9 from beyond the arc in
the quarter to take a 58-40 lead
at halftime.
New Jersey did not shoot a
tree throw until 4:58 remaining

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, II

in the third quarter wlien Carter
went 2-for-2 for a 77-57 lead.
Notes: Gordon Gund was in
attendance for the first time
since selling 80 percent interest
in the Cavaliers to Dan (albert for
S375 million on March 1. (kind
had been vacationing in China.
... Nets G Jjacque Vaughn had
surgery on his broken right foot
and is out for the season. ...The

^tftWY IO»A,v

IN 10X3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

Cavaliers team that went from
a 2-19 start to a playoff beitli in
1984-85 was honored at halftime.
Roy 1 linson. Johnny Davis, Mark
West and Ben Poquettc from that
team were in attendance.... The
Nets are 25-12 when Krstk scores
10 or more points. ... Kidd's 12
assists give him 7,209 for his
career, two shy of Lenny Wilkens
for ninth place all-time

OK. SO MY SUBS KAUV AKKI COUHKT AND
« « NOT FKKH (ITW». MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A UTTU Mint. THAU ALL! I WAtlTiO TO
CALL IT JMtt JOHNS TASTY SAWUnOHS. BUT
MY MOM TOLD W TO STIC* WITH COMMIT.
SIIC TWOS MUTEVEt I DO IS ISOUMKI. BUT
i t*wr Tun* Eirmt of us mows WHAT IT
MEANS SO LETS STK» WITH TASTY!
&"#&**■

V#50 ^_

*4.SO

8" SUB SANDWICHES

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

All if my tasty sib sandwiches are a full t inches it
homemade French bread fresh veggies aid ihe finest
meats & cheese I can biy! Aid if il matters ti you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where yei can see it. (Ho mystery meat hire!)

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
•n my fresh baked thick sliced 1 grain bread ir my famous
homemade trench bread!

#l PEPE*;
Real applewoid smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo (Awesome!)

_/#SO\_
PLAIN SUMS1"
i«1 Sub Minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM I

Ham & cheese

#7 GOURMET SMOKED MAM CLUB
I full I /4 pound of teal apple wood smoked ham. provolone
cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo! (1 rial stack)

#8 BILLY CLUB*1
least beef. ham. provolone. Dijon mustard, lettuce.
tomato & mayo. (Hire's to my old pal Billy who
invented Ihis great combo )

*2 BIG JOHN

SLIM 2 Roast led

Medium rare shaved roast beef, tapped with yummy
mayi. lettuce, and tomato (Can't beat this lie!)

SLIM 3 Tinasalai

«3 SORRY CHARLIE

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

SLIM 6 Double piorolone

leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and
provilme cheese all tipped with lettuce tomato, onion.
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Tou hav'ta otder hot peppers, just ask!)

SLIM 4 luihe) breast

California baby tuna, mned with celery, onions, and
on tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and toman. (My tuia ricks!)

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB"

fresh sliced turkey breast tipped with lettuce.
tirnati. alfalfa sprouts and mayo. (The irignal)
Same ingredients and price ol the

*5 VITO"

suh or club without the breid.

Ihe oiigmal Italian sib with genoa salami, provolone.
capicila. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette (Order it with hit peppers, trist me1 >

«6 VEGETARIAN
Several layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa spruits sliced cucumber, lettuce,
tomato, and may* (Truly a gourmet suh not for vegetarians
onry
icxedide!)

J.J.B.L.T.*'

YOM CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
SOI IUHCHIS MinKS PIKTIIS'
DIUVIW ORDERS will include a delneii
charge o! 35c pel ilem i •; in.:..
• • • • JIMMYJOHNS COM . . . .

Bacon lettuce, toman £ mayo.
(The only,better BIT is mama s BIT. this one roles' \

*b.SO N

• SIDE ITEMS •
* Sidafip

$I.»/S1.19

* Ciant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie... SI.75
• Real potato chips or |umbi kosher dill pickle...

$1.75

• fitra load of moat

$175

* [itra cheese ir eitra avocado spread

$1.15

• Hot Peppers

$1.75

FREEBlES HUBS t CLUBS

0*1>I

Onion lettuce alfalfa sprouts tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil I vinegar, and oregano

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN
This sandwicb was invented fay
Jimmy John's brithir Huey It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons if genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade Trench buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato, t oir homemade
Italian dressing.

A full I /4 pound of fresh sliced medium tare roast bill,
provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo. (It rocks!!!)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB"
(resh sliced turkey bteast. applewoid smoked ham.
provolone and tons of lettuce, tomato and mayo!
(1 very traditional, yet always eiceptional classic!)

1616 E. WOQSTER

ILLINOIS, FROM PAGE 10

Augustine fouled out, they had
no choice but to go outside to
close the gap.
"We just talked about going
down fighting" Weber said. "This
is a game they're going to remember the rest of their life. If you go
down, the regret that you would
have is if you didn't fight."
lust like in their stunning
comeback against Arizona. Head
and Deron Williams gave North
Carolina a game. Head and
Williams combined for 26 points
— all but 8 from 3-point range —
as Illinois rallied to tie the game
at 70 with 2:40 left.
"I always felt like to win a
national championship you've
got to establish an inside game.
But they almost made me wrong
on that one," North Carolina
coach Roy Williams said. "They
made about five or six in a row.
Our guys came over and I didn't
really like the look on their face.
"I told them we wOere going
to be fine," Roy Williams added.
"That we were still going to
be there if they committed
themselves again."
Little did North Carolina
realize, but Illinois was done,
exhausted by its shooting flurry.
They continued to put up shots,
and got some good looks. But
none would fall as the others had
only minutes earlier.
Deron Williams missed
a 3 that bounced over the
backboard. Illinois blew three
straight possessions, with
Williams and Head each missing
3s, and I lead losing the ball on a
steal by Raymond I'elton.
Head tried two more 3s, but
neither came close. He finished
with 21 points, but was just
8-of-21 from the floor and 5-of-

#12 BEACH CLUB" ©

JIIIIIIT

jim siimmf mi mi nctiij mstivfi «r

16 from 3-point range. Williams
added 17, but his shooting wasn't
much better. He was 3-of-10 from
long range and 7-of-16 overall.
Illinois lost the battle in the
paint badly, getting outscored
34-18.
"Our kids played themselves
to the point of exhaustion taking
all diose 3s," Weber said. "You
maybe don't have legs at the end.
If one of those goes, maybe the
pressure is on them. We got to
a tie. We just never got over the
hump."

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB
Rouble provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato & mayo
(Try it on my 1 grain while wheat bread. Ihis veggie
sandwich is world class')

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB"
liast beef tirkey breast, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo
In Imetican classic, certainly nit invented fay J. J. but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned ti perfectitn!

#15 CLUB TUNA"
The same as our 03 Sorry Charlie eicept this one has a
lot more. Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts.
cucumber lettuce & tomato (I guarantee it's awesome')

#16 CLUB LULU*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, timati. &
mayo. I JJ's original turkey 1 bacon ciub)

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272
(papa)
HOURS!

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11 am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11 am-1:30am

cash,checks j

1 Large, 1 Item

419.352.7200

$£99

I

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
• 700S

» Spencer Green APPtoto

CUT SHORT IN THE END: Illinois'
Roger Powell cuts down the
net after Illinois beat Arizona to
advance to the Final Four.

• • •

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo' (It's thi real deal folks, and it ain't even California.)

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK "ST
BOWLING GREEN

Illini shoot selves
out of title game

£ net i
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More Martinez to come
IH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

lonyDeiak ACPiwto

TAKING A BREATHER: Cleveland Indians catcher Victor Martinez takes a
break during batting practice before a game against the Houston Astros.

The Cleveland Indians and
All-Star catcher Victor Martinez
agreed yesterday to a $15.5
million, five-year contract that
includes a team option for 2010.
Martinez hatted .283 with 23
homers and 108 RBIs last season
and was picked for the AL All -Star
team.
"I thank the Cleveland Indians
for the opportunity and their
trust," Martinez said.
He originally had signed a
one-year deal worth S372,100.1 le
would not have been eligible for
salary arbitration until after the
2006 season.
"It wasn't that hard of a

decision," Martinez said. "I am
more than happy to lie an Indian
long-term. Hopefully. 1 can finish
my career with die Indians"
The contract is the largest
for a catcher not yet eligible for
arbitration, Cleveland general
manager Mark Shapiro said. It
also is Cleveland's biggest deal
for a player not yet eligible for
arbitration.
"There's a premium for the
position he plays, and the
teammate he is, and I think the
leader he is going to become on
this team," Shapiro said.
Locking up the 26-year-old
catcher and cleanup hitter for an
extended time was a prime motivation for the Indians to act now.

Ginn set for more touches

Gold Ring with single 1/2 carat
diamond Somewhere between an
building and lot 2. Sentimental
Value
CASH REWARD 419-722-3011

Services Offered
Pregnant? Confidential, free 4 professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Personals
Cheerleadlng Tryouts
Aphl 16th and 17th
More into e-mail vfaley@bgsu.edu

In which

Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out al Sandersonstables com

country is the
board game

YOU WANT MONEY?
Keep your cash
Shop At: www.
pertectweddingahop.com

Monopoly

1-866-313-2216

outlawed?

By Rusty Miller
THE (SSOCIMED PRESS

Midway through the 2004
season. Ted Ginn )r. became a
household name At almost the
same time, Ohio State became a
better football team.
The electric freshman went
on to match the NCAA record
of four punt-return touchdowns
in a season while helping die
Buckeyes make a U-turn after
splitting their first six games.
Now no one is surprised that
Ginn's name is popping up
among the early front-ninnris
to win the I Icisman Trophy this
fall — least of all Ginn himself.
"I came out and I showcased
some things," he said of his
rookie exploits. "I'd rather be in
that (Heisman) race, you know
As far as me getting honors, I've
got to do the right things off the
field and on the field."
Ginn was recruited as a
defensive back but saw action
only on special teams and
offense. He finished with 25
catches for 359 yards and two
touchdowns, ran die hall 13
times for 113 yards and two
scores, and averaged 25.6 yards
on his 15 punt returns.
Every 7.3 times he touched the
ball, he scorvd a touchdown.
Everyone from head coach
lim Tressel all die way down to
those not exactly sure what the
heck a Buckeye is, knows that
Ohio State needs to get the ball
in Ginn's hands more often.
So. Ted, are die coaches
finding ways to do that?
"I'm going to keep that
a secret," Ginn said slyly,
outrunning die question like so
many of the potential ladders he
left grabbing for air.
Tressel's offensive staff visited
several campuses during the
offseason, ostensibly to find
ways to include Ginn in more
plays. It's an ongoing process.
After all, they had Ginn stationed
at quarterback for several plays

"I think (die length) was an
important part of the equation
for us," Shapiro said. "I think
tiiat tiierc is a shared risk in any
long-term contract. We wanted
to make as strong a statement
as possible, because our Uiiil in
victory is so resolute."
Martinez, a nativeofVenezuela.
was originally signed as a free
agent by Cleveland in 1996. He
broke in with the Indians in 2002,
playing in 12 games. He played in
49 games in 2003 and then had
his Iwakout season a year ago.
Martinez's 21 homers and 101
RBIs as a catcher led the major
leagues at his position. Hie 21
homers wen? a franchise record
for catchers.

Lost/Found

Wanted

a. Russia

1 bedroom furnished summer
sublease S326/ month.

b. Iraq

Call 440-396-6099

c. Cuba
a. China

MM

Room available lor the summer. 2
story. 4 bdrm house, fully furn.. 411
S Grove St $240 per mo Call
(740)248-1534 w/ questions, if
interested.
ROOfftffMtll needed
Now & Summer semoster.
Call 419-308-9259

Help Wanted

oqnj J :J*MSUV

The BG News I

Classified Ads • 372-6977
ran lie diKiinanMc

Carlos Osono APPtioto

HE'S FAST: Ohio State's Ted Ginn scores a touchdown against Michigan State this past season. Ginn
figures to be an important part of the Buckeyes' offense.
during die victory in December's
Alamo Bowl.
With fellow speed demon
Santonin Holmes also a threat
to break a long one at any time,
defenses have no choice but to
pay special attention to each.
"Teddy's got extraordinary
physical abilities," Iressel said
as the team continued spring
practices. I'd like him to touch
ii a lot. I'd like Santonio to touch
it a lot.... You'd better go into the
game thinking that Teddy and
Santonio have a chance to make
big plays for you."
Ginn was a third-team
All-American as a freshman,
despite seeing only occasional
action for the first half of the
season. That's what has Ohio
Stale fans and coaches so fired
up—if he could put up numbers
like that in handful of games,
what will he be like with a full
season of plays designed to find
him room to run?

This year, in addition to
catching die ball, miming it on
reverses and being the main
man on punt rcnirns, he'll return
kicknffs.
He comes into this season
with a Better understanding of
the game and his place in it.
"I learned about die game. I
know how the game goes now,
how to receive punts and tilings
like that," Ginn said, reflecting on
the lessons he gained from his
first year. "It's just confidence."
He caught a tipped pass and
returned it 59 yards for the
opening score in a 30-7 win over
Indiana in Game 7 that ended a
three-game losing skid to start
Big Ten play. A week later, he had
a 67-yard punt return in a 21-10
victory against I'enn State, then
followed that with a 17-yard
run and a 60-yard punt return
for scores in a 32-19 win over
Michigan State. His 82-yard punt
return — which tied the NCAA

mark—gave die Buckeyes some
breathing room in what would
become a 37-21 win over No 7
Michigan in the regular-season
finale.
Ginn remains unimpressed by
his 2005 accomplishments
"Last year's last year. Now it's a
new year," he said. "You have to
come out and showcase yourself
again."
Tressel said he's not worried
that Ginn will let all the acclaim
go to his head.
"You have to handle
adversity; handling success is
hauler. We talk about dial a lot.
We're challenging him all the
time with new things," Tressel
said. "I don't think it's his nature
to sit back. I expect him to
compete all the time."

Campus Events
FALL 2005 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR REC AND SPORT
MANAGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130 PFH
OR ON THE WEB AND ARE DUE
APRIL 8 INTERVIEWS APRIL 12 8
13.
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS!1 INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR FALL
2005 ARE DUE APRIL 19 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130 PFH
OR ON THE WEB INTERVIEWS
APRIL 20 & 22
Looking lor ONE ticket for undergrad graduation May 7, 2005
Please contact Angela at 216-4019728II you have ONE to spare
Thank you in advance!

College Pro Ltd.
PT/FT Positions Available throughout Ohio Spring & Summer: Management & Marketing Opportunities.
Make $10-15/tir. Contact College
Pro at 1 -888-277-7962 Or visit
www.collegepro.com
Greal Summer Japs'
Gem Beach Marina
Servers & Bartenders Needed
Great Pay Flexible Hours. Fun.
Outdoor Atmosphere. Call or Email
tor an application 419-797-4451.

mlo@gembeach.com
Gymnastics Coaches: immediate
opening lor boys competitive team
coach Also in need ol girts compulsory team coach Expenence required. Please call 419-873-0511
HELP WANTEDI!
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours - will
work around your schedule - available shifts: 7:30am-8:30am; 8:30am11:30am: 12:00 noon-2:30pm;
2.30pm-5:00pm; 5:30pm-8:30 pm.
Many BGSU students work here.
Easy walk from campus. Pay is
S6.00 per hour providing you work a
minimum of 15 hours per week.
Work a minimum of 15 per week or
over 40 with overtime. Pick-up an
application at our office. Advanced
Speciality Products Inc.. 428 Clough
St., Bowling Green, Oh 43402

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

Change is Good

BG News Editor
Summer 2005

BG News Editor
2005-2006 Academic Year

The Gavel Editor
2005-2006 Academic Year

The Key Yearbook Editor
2005-2006 Academic Year
Today's successful businesses are
constantly reorganizing their
practices through resultsoriented change strategies in
order to survive in an everchanging world. Bowling Green
State University's Master of
Organizational Development
program equips you with the
skills you need to help these
organizations thrive.

• Earn your Master's degree in
only 18 months
• Gain a foundation in both
academic excellence and
practical experience
• Develop an extensive network
of professional contacts
• Study with an AACSB
accredited program which
is the first program of its kind
in the world

Apply today.
And watch your career take flight.
Call 1-888-MOD-BGSU. Orvlsitwww.modbgsu.com.

BGSU

The Obsidian
2005-2006 Academic Year
Applications can be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5PM on Thursday, April 14 in 204 West Hall
Interviews will be held on Tuesday April 19

I0WLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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For Rent

Help Wanted

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

IBARTENDING! S300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

3 sublessors, needed! 343 N. Grove
$785 a mo + util. August to August
Call Dez (216)513-1262.

Cleaning & miscellaneous tor approxiately 2 weeks, starting 5/9/05
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm

4 bdrm. - 5 person house. 1st block
of Manville. Year lease August.
419-352-5239.

PART TIME WORK
$12 25 base/appt. Ilex, sched.. all
majors welcome, All ages 18+,
sales/svc, Conditions apply.
Call M-W 419-861-6134

424 E Wooster. 3 bdrm apt. Avail.
5/15/05 $850/mo. Util's included.
352-5882

INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES: The Pftzer Research Clinic in Ann Arbor is seeking healthy men and women ages
18-55 tor participation in upcoming
drug research studies. Study participation requires a stay ot 7-10 days
in the Research Clinic. Individuals
will be paid tor participating in study
activity. You must not take dally
prescription medications or have
any chronic Illness. For more Information, call the Research Recruiters at 1-800-567-8804. Pfizer
Research Clinic 2800 Plymouth Rd
Ann Amor Ml, 48105
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS III
ISLAND BIKE 4 CART RENTAL
is looking tor energetic, enthusiastic,
friendly people tor summer 2005
Good pay S bonus
Housing available. Apply on-line
www.put-in-bay-trans.com
or call 419-285-2016
Summer Child Care
M-R 8:30-5:30
419-872-4940
The City of Bowling Green Parks &
Recreation Dept is hiring scorekeepers for adult Softball leagues at
Carter Park. Can average 30* hrs./
wk. Complete an application at the
Park oflice at 1291 Conneaut Ave.
Deadline for application is Friday.
April 15th Direct questions to 419354-6223 The City of Bowling Green
is an equal opportunity employer.

5 bdrm.2 1/2 baths. W/D, 2 car garage, wood burning fireplace, A/C.
Ig. front 4 patio deck. 419-494-8208
Apts 4 Houses 2005-06
Call 419-353-8206 for appointment
Avail. Aug 15, 2005. 3 bdrm. house
4 1.2 4 3 bdrm. apt. All close to
BGSU. 419-686-3805
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
wwwhgapartmenls.com
Close to Campus
Quiet. Affordable 1 bedroom apt.
419-352-9378
GIL Rentals Now Leasing
Georgetown Manor
800 Third SI. 1 & 2 bdrm. apts.
Parking, laundry facilities, gas,
water 4 sewer paid.
The 'Blue House'
616 Second St. 1 bedroom
133 N.Church St 2 bdrm. apt.
Downtown, newly remodeled
135 N. Church St. 3 bdrm. house
Family owned and operated
Contact Lucle 419-354-9740

601 3rd SI.
1 bdrm furnished, quiet bldg
134 N. Grove St.
Deluxe 1 bdrm., Avail. May.
AC.DW. W/D, off street parking

1987 Ford Taurus Station Wagon.
Runs Well. $400 OBO
Contact Laurie (614) 937-0167

Large 2 bdrm, Avail. May
AC, W/D, off street parking

For Rent

419-352-3445

"1, 2, 3 4 4 bdrm. apts. & houses
avail, summer only & 05-06 school,
yr. Plus rooms & effic. as low as
$265/ mo. inclu. util. Everything 2
blks from campus. Call 353-0325
9am- 9pm.

The Highlands-1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiel!
Starting at $395.

1 bedroom duplex
849 Sixth St $325/month
3 bedroom house
227 S College-$900/month
August 2005 Lease. 419-352-9392

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Gas
heat.
Starting at $520.

1.243 bdrm apts.. by water tower
on Manville 4 Clough. Available
May 4 Aug. 419-352-5239.

130 E. Washington St.

1/2 block from BGSU. 2 bedroom
brick. Parking, A/C. W/D, quiet
Available June 419-353-3855.

3 bdrm. house 1 block from campus
Available May. One year lease
419-787-7577.
3 Bedroom house Close to campus.
Available for 2005-2006 school

year.

Call Steve at 352-5822

Highland Management

www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

1? month leases starting
May 13,2005
604 5th St - 3 BR house
3 person - -$900 + util
453 S Prospect A - 3 BR apt
3 person - $750 + util
905 Mourning Dove - 3 BR house
3 person - $990 + util
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917
www.bgapartments.com

Highland Management
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, extra storage, A/C. Great
location. Starling at $525
130 E. Washington
130 Liberty Si and S. Summit
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcner.org

K a K PROPERTIES
Available August 15
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
3 A 4 bedroom houses & apts.:
1 University Lane. 248 Troup Ave.
303 & 305 S. Main
611 Eighth St, 625 N. Main SI.
Call or stop in tor more information
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St., BG
K1K PROPERTIES
Available May 16
1 bedroom apts.:
134 1/2 University Ln.
303 1/2 S. Main St.
405 1/2 S. Grove St.
1 bedroom house:
128 1/2 S. Summit SI.
2 bedroom house:
134 University Lane (townhouse)
215 Ordway. 301 S. Main St.
521 Pike St.. f A (townhouse)
3 bedroom house
217 Clough St
Call or stop in tor more information
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough SI.. BG
Lg. 3 bdrm. house. Avail. May. W/D.
DW. AC, 3 seasons rm w/ deck,
next to campus, 215 E. Evers St,
$1175 rent 351-3639.

'309 Merry*
3 Ig bdrms lots of liv rm, good carpet
'211 E. Read'
Large 3 Bdrms, 2 Kitchen. 2 Bath
■146 S. Collage'
Large 3 Bdrm, A/C, new bath
'315 E. Merry Up & Dn'
2-4 Bdrm.
And a lot more units LG & Small
Call tor into & upgrades at 353-0325
10am-9pm, or listings available 24/7
at 316 E. Merry #3
Subleaser wanted. 1 turn. bdrm. in 2
bdrm. apt $200. Gas & cable meld
131 State St., across from campus.
Avail, now or May 6 until Aug. 15.
419-908-0627
Sublessors wanted. 3 bdrm. townhouse. May-Aug. $210 mo.
Washer/dryer in unit, with garage.
Contact Lauren 419-304-9485.

Management Inc.

On selected floor plans

NEXT YEAR

• Ground floor ranch

♦ From 4 pm unril 9 pm •

Ms
'*^ 419 553 2277
In Downtown Bowling Green

• Patio

403/405
S. Church

• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
VMHITY WUA*

n

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
Smoking 8 Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

419-353-7715 tiJ

2bdrm Apt/2bdrm Twnh
1 bath/close to downtown
DOING SPECIAL

With B Kusvie- t\A/j«st

• Gourmet Pretzels
"Bubble lea

Close to Campus
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
30
33
34
36
37
38
43
44

Spill the beans
Aleutian island
Ot the Vatican
Grace ending
"I Remember Mama" role
Pope's fanon
Verne's skipper
"Dies_"
Slate gambling
Bright citation
"Little Red Book" compiler Biao
Maiden name indication
Audio system
Made comfortable
One-tenth donation
FDR's Blue Eagle
Mrs. in Madrid
NYSE watchdog
NaCI
Bright models
Kent's girlfriend
Feather stickum?

45
46
47
49
53
55
57
58
62
64

Confused jumble
Pilot Earhart
Clunky cars
Have memorized
Fashionable shape
Desired goal
Links hazard
Exploittve fellow
Well-mannered
Woke up
Fatherly
PC key
Zodiac lion
Arboreal lemur
Container for cinders
_ Stanley Gardner
Trigger treats
Slave of the past
Grenoble river
John Rltter's dad
Buck's horn
Tiff
Blind strip
Filament
Impoverished
Hood's gun
Penny plncher

Actress Peoples
Abet's partner?
Modify
Verbalize
Process for sorting the injured
12/24 or 12/31
Winery cask
Bright booboos
Shoe grip
Farmland

65 Pro's opponent
66
67
68
69
70
71

Poet Allghierl
SS Alex Rodriguez
Audacity
Locales
Philosopher Immanue!
Out of the wind

-99

47
48
50
51
52
54
56
59
60
61
62
63

Some marbles
Zone
Unmetodious
Hard-shelled reptile
Store, as fodder
Having wings
South African grassland
Writer Dinesen
Writer Lofts
Hindu music form
LPs' replacements
Chou En-
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Dinner* Honda

I inie Wines

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Nice 3 bdrm. house. Available In
May. W/D hook-up, no
pets.$650/mo. Call tor details.

Newly remodeled 2 & 3 bedroom
downtown. $550 month.
Call 419-354-1612.

Summer Sublease: 1 bdrm. 320 Elm
Apt. C. Very spacious/clean/ AC.
Call 724-664-4556

419-354-8146

Professor/owner will share turn,
house w/ other professors or grad
students. Multi-bedroom, fireplaces.
in wooded area, cats. Se habla espanol. $255/mo. incl. all util., must
have own trans. Avail immed Call
419-352-5523 & leave message

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

4 tat M. 4/1 SHU Thwi. VJ

6-

tta*rfSlN»(K-1!):(l 40). 4:40.7:15.19:501
NoPaaa
lllnjTwoirS-U):0 101.4 10.7:10. [10:101
GIMUWIMIN-UI:

P^

(t:iOI.4:JO.7:»,[10:15l

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

NvflMI
MIUCM»MWHT2(K-1)):(I:»).4:20,7:M.

, M UWMI run uiis - ROMHf s - n sumwtiK

Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month

Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:

Tlm« In*) Show m. SAT, S SUN
Vmt% Hit | do not show MON-WED
I tot Showom* »mMI M wwrndiMflMrtLOMI

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
^

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:
352-1520

CINEMA 5

SINCmim [DtS](l 001,4 00,7:00,|«:55]
ABftnin ItarirUainiatlDnpimtmtKht

110:051 tataia
HariH-Sakn

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

Summer
Storage!

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Now Offering:
•20 minute HIV testing
•Immigration Physicals
•Travel consultations
and immunizations

Call today
for an appointment!

(419)352-1150

Jf

GREATI0B
OPPORTUNITIES!

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00- $12.00+ Ptr MM

Infection Prevention
and Treatment Center
145 W Wallace St
CDS Suite 349
Findlay. OH 45840

www.homecityice.com

(419) 425-8000

1 800 899 8070

51

Call

ill

lire looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

Close to Downtown

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
oM045)v.Mo/nSr.

■ Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
■ Bonus Incentives
• May - August
• Valuable Sales Experience

or check website

yaai,mtwtb9,tom
for complete listing
for next year.

Now Open Daily
April Hours: ll-9
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
' 27
29
31
32
35
37
38
39
40
41
42

Eff. lbdrm/2bdrm
Starting at 250/mo
Laundry on site
BGSU Bus Route

2bdrm *2

BG's Newest
Taste Sensation

At Video Spertrum
II? [. Washington StK

1
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/vtE^CA
215E.Poe

ECCA
120 N. Prospect

Delicious fruit Smoothies
l« Coffee Drinks

1

FILLING FOR

3bdrm House
1 bath/shed
DOING SPECIAL

• Spacious kitchen

'

ithcnik' II. ill. in i. uis
PRICES REDUCED
CARTY RENTALS
No Three Tenant Rule Here
•916 3rd. Street & 926 Wooster*
6 Bdrm., new carpet
'303 E. Merry'
5 Bdrm., 3 llv, new carpet

From Only $470!

8 Maihol Potatoes. Gravy, Colesliw,
Vegetable and Gimbread Slutting.

I

Italian Resit

225 Palmer

• Private entrance

1
II

'

419-354-6036

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Roast Pork Loin

1

1

419-354-6036.

Female subleaser needed tor summer 05'. $235/mo. + util's. Contact
419-304-6019

2 bdrms. of a house for sublease.
$241 per person. Avail, immediately
419-356-1773

-

Move In Now - ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335

Grad Students

For Sale

GREAT LOCATION!
2 bdrm. 325 N. Enterprise. S575/mo.
+ util. 1 mo. dep. req. No pets. 3540099. Avail. 8/15,1 yr.lease.

Call 353-5800

" Must have own Car *

For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitmaio'bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Dance Marathon more than simple fundraiser
Dear students:

TABLE OF CONTENTS

It is now April. That means
midterms are over, another
great Dance Marathon has came
and went, and March Madness
no longer has us sweating out
which Cinderella team(s) would
upset which basketball powerhouse.
On the subject of midterms,
I hope you enjoyed round one
of exams, because round two
(Finals) is coming in about a
month; and just when I thought
there might be some time to
sit down and play more Mario
Kart!
Speaking of things that are
fun, I think I speak for everyone
in attendance when I say Dance
Marathon was a blast.
The bands were phenomenal,
as was the rest of the entertainment, as well as the food. There
were also some fun suprises. I
mean who would have thought
that Max & Erma would actually
show up in the flesh!
Dancing the line dance was
hysterical, but a little tough to
remember. But hey, who didn't
have fun pumping gas to
Motown Philly?
I simply can't count how many
times we all danced to the Cha
Cha Slide, the Cleveland Shuffle,
and the Electric Slide.
The Miracle Families, the rea-

son we were there, left unforgettable images in my mind.
There was joyous Miracle Child
Eric riding his motorized tractor around and playing guitar
on stage; the smiles and tears
of joy on the families' faces and
the heartfelt thanks they offered;
the emotion shared at closing,
ceremonies.
At the closing ceremonies, it
was an amazing feeling as if
everyone in the gymnasium was
connected.
No matter how hard I try, I
seem to not be able to put DM
into words, but I'll try: it was
exhausting and mind-numbing,
exhilarating and unforgettable,
but most of all it was WORTH
IT!
1 hope you enjoy this issue and
remembering Dance Marathon.
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Delta Sigma Theta hosts night of style, scholarship
Bethany Winston
NPHC PRESIOENT

Tiffany Shy, senior member of the Epsilon Omicron
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
and Committee Chair for
"Jabberwock," runs back and
forth searching through racks of
clothes for her models.
She is "multi-tasking" as
they say in the Black Greek
Community.
Erica Bell, another member
of the sorority, sits on the floor
waiting for her cue to begin
playing music.
While both Shy and Bell remain
busy, the President of the Delta
Sigma Theta, Chaynae Moore
sits and discusses Jabberwock.
"It was started at lota Chapter
in 1925 at Boston University,"
Moore said.
"It (Jabberwock) literally
means to Walk and Talk. We here
at EO Chapter have been doing
the program for twenty years
and for the past seven years consecutively," Moore said.
As described by various members of the chapter, Jabberwock is
"a quality variety show with talent, culture, and various forms
of art."
The event is similar to a fashion show.
Along with the event itself,
a scholarship portion is highly
held above the program.
This year the theme was
"Remembering the past; Looking
towards the future."
Their decades of choice to recreate were the 80's and 90's.
Shy, again multi-tasking, or
"walking and talking," answers
questions about Jabberwock,
only hours before showtime*
"This year's show is the most
comical show we have ever done
because of the decades chosen,"
Shy said.
"The planning was done better and a more personal feel
was added to this year's event
because this is our chapter's 40th
Anniversary," Shy said.

Jabberwock
is a quality
variety show with
talent, culture and
various forms of art.
- Members of
Delta Sigma Theta

The entire emphasis of
Jabberwock is to provide a cultural variety show, in addition to
recognizing scholarship.
Scholarship applications were
low this year, as only three applicants turned in fully completed
applications.
The other purpose of
Jabberwock at BGSU is to help
fund DREF (Delta Research and
Education Foundation), Habitat
for Humanity, and Dance
Marathon.
Bell, this year's DCR and
Dance Marathon rep for Delta
said, "Though we were one of
the smallest groups in Dance
Marathon, we have received a

Spirit Award for our efforts."
"Our chapter is very small
this semester with eight members in comparison to what we
are use to," Shy said, "so we are
just looking forward to trying
to do both our event and Dance
Marathon in 32 hours."
Delta Sigma Theta is one
of two National Pan-Hellenic
Council (NPHC) organizations
to be registered to participate
in Dance Marathon this year
along with Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc.
In the end, the talent, fashion, and cultural art went as
planned.
Epsilon Omicron alumni

352-9055
■0

e
Lotions

No Appointment Tanning
1062 N. Main St.

sat back and watched as their
national program continued in
local chapter tradition.
Everything from the Nintendo
controllers as decorations to the
singing of "Coil Gave" by the
chapter went as planned.
In the end the Deltas walked
and talked much of their traditions just as they said labberwock
would do.

25% off
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Grueling effort worth every moment for bike riders
Christen Marcu
REPORTER

While Dance Marathon was
taking place in Bowling Green,
63 BGSU students braved the
weather and streets while participating in Bikes for Tikes, riding from Cincinnati to Bowling
Green.
Bikes for Tikes is an addition
to Dance Marathon.
Since its inception four years
ago, it had been called the
Sigma Chi Bike Ride. However,
this year the tradition of endurance was taken over bv the
Dance Marathon coordinators
and re-titled Bikes for Tikes.
Dan Black, director of Bikes
for Tikes and former Sigma Chi,
along with the largest group to
ever participate in the event,
departed Bowling Green at 5
p.m. on March 17 and travelled
to Cincinnati.
Jared Wright, director of
Dance Marathon, felt that Dan
Black was the best candidate to
continue organizing the event
this year.
"We wanted to ensure that
the bike ride would be supported fully by Dance Marathon,
organized correctly, and made
certain that Bikes for Tikes
would be a program that could
continue on for many years,"
Wright said.
With beautiful weather on
Friday morning, the bikers
started their lKlvmile journey
from Fenwick High School,
where they spent their first
night.
Black was impressed by how
quickly the riders travelled,
especially with the increased
number of riders.
In the three years I have
done the ride, I have never
seen us make as good as time
as we did this year on the first
two days," he said.
Although the weather was
nice, the route was tough on
the bikers' first day.
"The first dav was extreme-

ly difficult because it was all
uphill and very steep hills at
that," Jamie Finelli said.
"The hardest part was making yourself keep riding even
though you could stop at any
time because you knew there
was a truck that would pick
you up," Finelli said.
However, after the firsl day
of the ride the weather turned
sour.
Saturday was full ol rain,
and Sunday was cold with
strong winds against the bikers as they headed home to
Bowling Green.
"The ride was very hard,
physically and mentally, and
there were definitely a few
times when I wanted to give
up," Shannon Proehl -aid.
"however, there were other
parts where I felt more exhilarated than I've ever felt in my
life."

The sense of
accomplishment at
the end of the bike ride
made all of the pain,
soreness and fatigue
worth it.
- Shannon Proehl,
hike rider

"We have such busy lives and
the opportunity to do something like 'this doesn't come
along very often," Proehl said.
The weather was cruel and
the task was difficult, but
the riders prevailed without
defeat.
"Thank goodness we did not
have anv major injuries, just

TOUR DE DANCE: Bikes for Tikes riders take a momentary break in their trek from Cincinnati to Bowling Green

minor cuts and bruises," Black
said.
"All the riders were in good
spirits throughout, but on
Sunday I feel we were all ready
to be done," he said.
Each night the bikers stayed
at a different school, sleeping
on the gymnasium floor in
sleeping bags.
On Friday, they stayed at
Graham Middle School, and
Saturday night at Ada High
School.
Ashley Howard said that the
nights were the most fun limes
because they told stories, hung
out, and laughed.
Most of the bikers agree that
the best parts of the experience
were being able to meet and
interact with new people.
Parents greeted the bikers in
Portage on Sunday, where they
celebrated with sloppy joes,
soup and cake.
Then, they drove to Bowling
Green where they rushed into
Dance Marathon and were

greeted by hundreds of cheering friends and supporters.
"It was the most challenging
thing I have ever done, physically and mentally," Meghan
Thatcher said.
"Coming into DM was very
emotional and it was so cool
to run up on stage and see .ill
my friends and all the hard
work that was accomplished.
It made it all worth it for me,"
she said.
The event was an amazing
accomplishment for all who
participated.
"I would definitely do it
again; only this time I'd train a
lot harder," Proehl said.
"The sense of accomplishment at the end of the bike ride
made all of the pain, soreness,
and fatigue worth it," she said.
Some of the bikers said thai
running into Dance Marathon
was the most rewarding part
of the experience, and it was
exciting to finally be at the
event that had "been takinR

place during their ride.
"One of the memories that
will always stay with me is
running into Dance Marathon
and seeing my sisters cheering
me on, all so happy to see that
I made it back alive," Lauren
Housley said.
"I ran off the stage and into
their arms, and I felt so honored to have been given the
chance to represent all of them
on the bike ride, which was
such an important thing for the
children," she said.

DM
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Core Committees: the glue of Dance Marathon
Christtn Mdfcu

itrttTii
While the Executive and
Steering Committees have
a large role in the preparation and execution of Dance
Marathon (DM), the Core
Committees also play a equally
important role in the responsibility of the event.
Approximately 150 students,
divided into 16 core committees, are selected by Steering
through an application and
interview process in the early
fall of each school year.
Once they are named to a
committee, members attend
weekly meetings.
Dance
Marathon events, and help
promote DM spirit on campus.
The
Communications
Committee is responsible for
all of the t-shirts, programs and
general communication within
the Steering Committee.
At Dance Marathon, the committee mostly works to make
sure everyone had a shirt and
that programs are ready and
available. The committee also
helps out with other various
tasks that need to be done.
The Event Management
Committee sets up the recreation center for DM, organizes
security and handles general
maintenance and deliveries to
the event.
Over 150 students volunteer to work as security at the
event, and this committee was
responsible for making certain
people are in their places at
the right times.
Rodger
Dudley,
Event
Management
Committee
Chair, said, "This is often a
committee that is overlooked,
but it is a rewarding and much
needed, hardworking committee."
The Finance committee is
an extremely important committee. It is in charge of keeping accurate records of all of

the Dance Marathon finances,
which includes money raised
by dancers and moralers.
The Finance Committee is
also responsible for planning
canning dates and entering in
bursar sheet information.
The Technology Committee
was added to Dance Marathon
this year.
The Technology Committee
works during the year to create and maintain the website
and produce the slide show
and memory video. They also
produced DMTV Real World.
"It's great to have a group
of passionate and motivated
individuals with such incredible skills," Luc Hughart,
Technology Committee Chair,
said.
"It's easier to get the DM
message to the rest of the community through the videos
and website when the creators
are truly inspired," Hughart
said.
The
Dancer
Relations
Committee, run this year by
Laura Mudd, works to keep
dancers informed and excited
about upcoming events and
happenings throughout the
year.
Dancer Relations is also
responsible for the registration
process at Dance Marathon
along with overseeing the
guest table, the incentive program, as well as a theme hour.
The
Family
Relations
Committee, in charge of working with the miracle families,
works to include all of the
past and present miracle families throughout the entire ye.ir.
The task was especially important this year, since it was die
ten year anniversary of Dance
Marathon at Bowling Green.
Family Relations also schedules hospital tours, sets up
fundraisers and helps coordinate Mini Marathon.
Sam Kuntz, Family Relations

Committee Chair, said, "This
is such an amazing committee to be a part of because you
have the opportunity to create
wonderful connections with
all of our Miracle families and
truly gain an understanding of
what the phrase 'for the kids'

Everyone comes
together to work for
a common cause: the
kids.
- Alisha Biler,
Morale Captain

//

means.
The DGR Committee works
to keep all of the organizations
informed of Dance Marathon
activities and is responsible
for the recording and calculating of spirit points.
The DGR committee is also
in charge of approving fundraisers.
The Special Promotions
Committee plans promotional
events for Dance Marathon
such as Miracle Week, Dance
Week and Pisanello's Nights.
The Special Promotions
Committee also runs the auctions that take place at Dance
Marathon. In addition, thev
are responsible for designing
the promo shirt.
TheMoraleCommittee.made
up of 18 Morale Captains and
the Morale Chair, are respon-

sible for keeping up enthusiasm for Dance Marathon all
year long.
The Morale Committer also
creates the line dance and
organizes moralers
The Morale Committee is
also in charge of the powder
role, morale walk and various
other theme hours during the
middle of the night.
"1 love watching the unity
that is built throughout the
campus as a result of Dance
Marathon," Alisha Biler, yellow team Morale Captain,
said.
"Everyone comes together
to work for a common cause:
the kids. There is no greater
feeling than knowing that all
the hard work is for a great
purpose," Biler said.

Reality
2005
HEALTH

//

FAIR

—\^
Wednesday, April 6,2005
10 am-3 pm
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

419.372.9355
Fun • Prizes
Freebies ' Give-Aways
Health Screenings ■ Free Health Information
SPONSORED BY: STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE AND THE WELINESS CONNECTION
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Miracle family member helps make miracle for others
Tiffany Gorby
ASSISTANT EDITOR

People who are involved with
Dance Marathon know how
much everyone gives to the miracle families, but for the last two
years, it is .1 member of a miracle
family who has been giving to
Dance Marathon.
Kari Burmeister, a sophomore
in early childhood education,
has been doing just that. Now
the Vice President of Phi Mu, she
was only 13 when her younger
brother, Scott, became a miracle
child in 1997 due to his heart
arrhythmia.
"Our family has been a miracle since the day my brother was
born," Burmeister said, "but we
then became involved with DM
alter he had several surgeries .it
MCO."
Burmeister's family was taken
in by a fraternity and sorority

"1 always get emotional when
I see the miracle families there
because I know how hard it is to
be one," Burmeister said.
"I know how difficult it is to
have a sibling in the hospital
because it pulls your parents

to get ready for the '97 Dance
Marathon.
She does not remember a lot
of what happened her first year
as a member of a miracle family,
but she does remember her feelings about her family's sponsors
very clearly.
"We had a spaghetti dinner
with our sponsors in the Conklin
units," Burmeister recalled, "and
we painted a banner."
"It was fun. I am very appreciative to the sorority and fraternity who took us in as their
miracle family and treating us
like a normal family," she said.
Burmeister's brother, then
eight, does not remember much
of what happened at Dance
Marathon, and Burmeister only
has scattered memories by
now. However, she does treasure her feelings toward Dance
Marathon.

/ always get emotional
when I see the miracle
families there because
I know how hard it is
to be one.
- Kari Burmeister,
DM Dancer &
Vice President of Phi Mu
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FAMILY TIES: Former Miracle Child Scott Burmeister shares a hug with his
sister Kari, the Vice President of Phi Mu.

The overwhelming sensation of people wanting to talk
with her and the sheer number
of people at Dance Marathon
made an everlasting impression
on her.
"I remember the atmosphere
was a lot similar to what it was
today." Burmeister said.
"It was upbeat and 1 had so
much fun. I was just thrilled to
be hanging out with college students. I thought it was the best
thing ever. They not only paid
attention to my brother, but to
my sisters and me as well."
Even today, with Scott healthy
and as happy as a teenager can
be, the whole Burmeister family still visits Dance Marathon
whenever they can.

With as much of a stamp
as Dance Marathon made on
Burmeister's younger years, it
came as little surprise to her
family when their second-born
wanted to attend BGSU as an
undergraduate student.
She could not help but want to
continue to be engrossed in such
a life-changing philanthropy.
"My first year I was a moraler,
but this past year I was a dancer." Burmeister said.
"My family was very proud
of me, and they came to support
me at closing ceremonies," she
said.
Her new experiences with
being on the other side of the
event touch her just as much as
being part of a miracle family.

away. DM gives miracle families a chance to do something as
a family. I love to see the siblings
of the miracle children there as
well," she said.
"When they get up on stage I
always think back to my previous experiences of being part of
a miracle family. For example,
during this year's closing ceremony, I basically bawled because
I knew my brother was standing
right behind me," Burmeister
said.
It is now years since the
Burmeister family opened their
minds to Dance Marathon and
students opened their hearts to
the family.
"I am really happy to see how
many organizations, especially
fraternities and sororities, made
DM a top priority." Burmeister
said.
"I honestly feel very blessed
with everything that has happened, and especially how Scott
was able to overcome all of his
surgeries and be a healthy teenager today," she said.
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Panhellenlc women honored at Greek conference
Fay Coleman and Hilary Erlenbach rewarded for dedication to Greek life with national awards
Holy Mfflelmeier
REPORTER

In every Greek community,
there are always those that
stand out, those that never stop
giving, and those that make
us proud to be Greek. Two of
those individuals were honored
at the Mid-American Greek
Council Association (MGCA) in
February.
Fay Coleman, PanheUenic
President, received the National
PanheUenic
Conference
Regional scholarship, and Hilary
Erlenbach, former Chief Justice
on PanheUenic and Order of
Omega President, received the RECOGNIZED: Fay Coleman,
member of Chi Omega
Wayne C. Colvin Award.
The National PanheUenic last semester, and will be an
Conference Regional Scholarship Orientation Leader this summer.
is only awarded to five women For Chi Omega, she served on
in the country, and Coleman the Sisterhood Committee and
received the award for our as the House Manager.
region.
Coleman was one of two Chi
Coleman has been involved in Omegas selected nationally to
several University activities and receive a full scholarship to
has served on committees such attend UIFI in May 2004, ,i (ireek
as the Greek Leadership Task Leadership Institute.
Force. She is a member of the Psi
She started her PanheUenic
Chi, Phi Eta Sigma, and Gamma experience last year, serving as
Sigma Alpha honor societies, Vice President of Scholarship on
was a UNIV 100 Peer Facilitator executive board.

Coleman used a rather creative approach in helping chapters enhance their academic programs, starting several programs
that provide incentives and motivation and even worked with a
graduate intern in the Residence
Life offices to write a scholarship
plan for Greek Affairs.
"Fay's work and ideas have
taken the focus on scholarship
within PanheUenic and the Greek
communities to a new level
the past year," Dean Harwood,
PanheUenic advisor, said.
"Fay is a worthy recipient ol
this scholarship," he said.
Coleman says that the award
is the largest honor she has ever
received.
"Being recognized in front of
so many people and representing BGSU was by far my proudest moment in my collegiate
career," Coleman said.
Hilary Erlenbaach was the
recipient of the Wayne C. Colvin
Award, which recognizes undergraduate Greek leaders who are
role models and live with integrity and by the values of their
Greek founders.
Nominees must be involved

GREEK LEADER: Hilary Erlenbach,
member of Delta Gamma

in campus organizations, serve
their community, and show comnfltmenl to scholastic success.
Over the past three years,
Hilary Erlenbach has served
as DGR, Vice President <>i
PanheUenic, and as President Ol
Delta Gamma.
The Vice President position
got her interested in PanheUenic,
and she served as Chief Justice
on executive board last year.
She was treasurer of Order of
Omega and presently serves as

President. She also was on a hDanceMarathonCoreCommitteti—'<"
as director of fundraising.
Harwood
nominated
Brlenbach to thank her for all
her hard work within the Greek
community.
"The one lesson I would like
other students to loam from
I lilary is that one person can
make a difference simply by
accepting, and seeking out, now
challenges," Harwood said.
"Hilary has never been satislied with sitting on the sidelines
when there is an opportunity to
do something meaningful," he
said.
"I am convinced that Hilary
will always be an active leader
in whatever she does," lie said.
"Receiving this award was a
great honor and a tremendous
surprise," Erlenbach sad.
"I feel so fortunate to be recognized for doing what I love to
do-helping the Greek community," Erlenbach said
"I am blessed to be a pan
of such a wonderful organization that has afforded me so
many opportunities, for which t
I will always be grateful."

Honor society hosting Greek Week academic bowl
Hilary Erlenbach
REPORTER

The Delta Xi chapter of Gamma
Sigma Alpha, the National Greek
Academic HonorSociety, has just
gone through restructuring and
is now becoming an organized
and active student organization
once again. .
Thirty-eight members will be
initiated on April 15 at 5:30 p.m.
Members are selected each
semester according to the following criteria: junior or senior
status and a 3.5 cumulative GPA,
or achieving a 3.5 GPA anytime
during the junior or senior year.
Spring 2005 officers have also
been announced.

The President is Renee
Rambeau of Chi Omega, Vice
President is Kate Kelty of Alpha
Chi Omega, Secretary is Fay
Coleman of Chi Omega, the
Treasurer is Kristin Cantrell of
Alpha Chi Omega, the Graduate
Advisor is Andrea Obrochta.
The Delta Xi chapter has
quickly begun developing programming ideas. The chapter is
holding an Academic Bowl during Greek Week this year.
The Academic Bowl will be
April 19, 2005 at a cost of $10.00
per team. The event will test
the knowledge of fraternity and
sorority members from all four
Greek councils.

Teams are encouraged to participate to help make this event
successful. All of those who participate will also be awarded
spirit points for their efforts.
Further information on team
formation and the event will be
available in the coming weeks.
The Delta Xi chapter at BGSU
was originally founded in 1997.
Gamma Sigma Alpha, which
honors the top 3 percent of fraternity and sorority members
nationally, was originally founded in 1989 at the University of
Southern California. There are
now more than 150 chapters
nationwide.

GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA
CHAPTER QUOTE
"Excellence can lie attained if you care more than
otliers think is wise, risk more limn others think is
safe, dream mom than others think is practical, and
expect more than others think is possible''
- Author Unknown
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Order of Omega enjoys dinner, etiquette lesson
Hilary Erlenrach
OftOtR OF OMICA PRESIDENT

The Delia Omicron chapter of the Order of Omega
hosted their second annual
etiquette dinner featuring
Catherine Pratt, Assistant to
the Dean of the College of
Business Administration, on
Wednesday March 23, 2005.
Pratt has had many years of
experience working in the marketing/PR field. She brought a
lot of expertise and knowledge
to the presentation.
Approximately fifty undergraduates and graduate students attended and had a large
meal consisting of a salad, an
entree, and a dessert, all while
Pratt shared stories and proper
etiquette tips.
For example, did you know
that you should always pass

items on a table counterclockwise beginning with the host
or hostess, or that you should
pace your eating speed to
match that of your host or
hostess?
We would like to thank
everyone who participated,
especially Catherine Pratt for
facilitating the wonderful presentation.
In addition, thank you to
Steve Fink, the Vice President
of Programming, for organizing this event on behalf of the
Delta Omicron chapter.
On April 1, 2005, at 4:30pm,
the initiation of the spring
new members was held as 20
undergraduate students joined
the Delta Omicron chapter.
These 20 undergraduates
increase the total membership
of the Delta Omicron chapter

ORDER
OF
OMEGA
FINE DINING TIPS:
TIPS TO FINE DINING: Order of Omega members enjoy dinner while
receiving proper dining etiquette instructions from Catherine Pratt

to 50 members.
To conclude the year, on
April 6, 2005, elections will
be held for the positions of

President, Vice President of
Programming, Vice President
of Selections, Treasurer, and
Secretary.
On a final note, we would
like to give our sincere gratitude to Andrea Zwolinski.
Andrea has served as our
advisor to Order of Omega for
the past year and has spent
countless hours advising us.
She has whole heartedly
given her time and energy to
making Order of Omega what
it is on this campus today.

items on a table
counterclockwise beginning
with the 11
Pace your eating speed to match
that of your host

Q
Without her assistance, we
could not have been successful. Andrea will be graduating from the College Student
Personnel program in May and
we wish her all the luck.

Alpha Chi Omega would like to

Congratulatem2- Bedroom Apartments
starting at $580/month.
Heat & Cable Included!
1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at
www.universityapartments.us

all of our dancers, moraler, and bikers on .
doing an awesome job at Dance Marathon '65!

We love you girls^
iiia:iVMiiyiikViu.vmiwiniw
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New Member Council planning week of activities
Recently formed organization hosting New Member Greek Week, urges participation
Cheta Howard
REPORTER

The new joint Interfralernity
and Panhellenic New Member
Greek Council has hit the
ground running.
Samantha Thomas and Matt
Maurer, the Vice Presidents of
New Member. Education for
the Panhellenic Council and
the Interfraternity Council,
respectively, wanted to get
new Greek members more
involved in the workings of
governing Greek councils.
Thomas and Maurer, advisors for the New Member
Greek Council, sought to rejuvenate the council.
The program had been put
on the backburner for the past
few years.
Thomas and Maurer wanted to make the New Member
Greek Council an opportunity
for new Greek members to
gain leadership and develop
strong ties early within the
Greek community.
Numerous applicants later,
they found nine strong leaders who exemplified everything that the Greek community represents.
President Tyler Hawes,
Lambda Chi Alpha; Vice
President Lauren Staropoli,
Delta Gamma, Secretary
Jennifer Cribbs, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; and the members
at large, Erin Small, Kappa
Delta;
James
Najpaver,
Kappa Alpha; Molly Imler,
Chi Omega; Ashley Howard,
Alpha Chi Omega; Nicholas
Runser, Delta Chi; and Sara
Berkowitz, Alpha Xi Delta,
have developed New Member
Greek Week.
New Member Greek Week
allows new members a chance
to get to know each other,
learn about other chapters,
and of course, have fun.
This year's program is April
11-April 14 and consists of
numerous fun activities such

as an ice cream social and a
Greek search.
Each sorority and fraternity
will be paired with another sorority or fraternity. The
groups will earn spirit points
for their appearance at events,

It's really important
for new Greeks to
get motivated, to get
involved, and New
Member Greek Week
will do just that.
- Tyler Hawes,
President of
New Member Greet Council

LEADING THE WAY: New Member Greek Council poses with advisors Matt Maurer and Samantha Thomas

Wednesday, April 13
and the group that obtains
the most spirit points will be
recognized at the upcoming
Greek Awards.
President Tyler Hawes
encourages every new Greek
Member to participate in New
Member Greek week.
"My goal is for new members to gain appreciation of
their Greek community, and
I want everyone to come to
New Member Greek Week and
just have fun," Hawes said.
"It's really important for
new Greeks to get motivated, to get involved, and New
Member Greek Week will do
just that," Hawes said.
Erin Small, a member at
large, is also looking forward
to New Member Greek Week,
as all of the hard work that
New Member Greek Council
put into the program will
finallv be evidenced.

i ireek Invasion
KIT. Center8p.m. - n p.m.
■\ nighl al the Rec Workout, play,
oi swim with other new Greeks
Monday, April 11

Tuesday, April 12

Thursday, April 14

Singles and Sundaes
Union Ballrooms p.m. - I Ip.m
I'l.n smgicj oni. enjoy icecream
wiih fellow Creeks

Greek Search
Delta Gamma I louse 9 p.m.
I iiul out ahoul Creeks ill.i Inn
and exciting wa\

Wear Your Greek Pride Day
Union Tables 11 a.m. - i p.m.
Wear your letters

"My goal for New Member
Greek Week is to have an awe-,
some turn out of both fall and
spring new members because
it will be a week filled with
not only fun, but fellowship
within the whole new Greek
community," Small said.

Check in and earn spirit points
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DM participants prepare using variety of methods
Bonnie Sickles
REPORTER

"I
trained
vigorously,"
Lindsay Gressley, a dancer for
Gamma Phi Beta, said.
"We went dancing [the night
before] and I ate a good sized
breakfast the morning of," she
said.
For ten years, dancers and
moralers have prepared for
Dance Marathon in their own
ways.
Many dancers and moralers
said that they slept a lot the
night before and ale a large
' breakfast the morning of.
Mike Brown, from Kappa

Alpha Order, said, "I relaxed
all day on Friday (the day
before), watched movies and
drank water all day. I went
to bed around midnight and
woke up early to have a good,
solid breakfast."
Others prepared in ways
such as wearing comfortable
clothing and preparing mentally for the upcoming days.
However they prepared, the
dancers were all very excited to
do it for the kids.
"1 didn't know really what
to expect," Jennifer Faraone, a
moraler for Gamma Phi Beta,
said.

/ got a lot of rest and
drank a lot of fluids...I
knew what to expect.
- John McNamara,
Dancer for Delta Chi

"I made sure I got plenty of
sleep the night before and drank

a lot of water. Also, I wore comfortable shoes because I knew
I would be here for a while,"
Faraone said.
John McNamara, a dancer
for Delta Chi said, "I got a
lot of rest and drank a lot of
fluids. 1 did [Dance Marathon]
last year so I knew what to
expect."
Many dancers said they had
no idea what they were getting
themselves into. Many commented that when people told
them they would be standing
on their feet for 32 hours, they
did not know what the event
would really be like until they

•

py

experienced it.
An experienced dancer said
that anyone can donate money
'for the kids'; however, it takes
a dedicated person to actually
stand there and not sleep for
32 hours.
Sara Zipf, a dancer for
Alpha Gamma Delta said, "1
ate breakfast and did not sleep
that much last night. 1 took a
bath to relax and hype myself
up for today."

I'm having a great
time, but I had no idea
what I was getting
myself into.
- Brie Brack.
Dancer for Delta Tau Delta

419-352-8500

524E.Wooster
(Located beside SBX)
Other Bowling Green
Subway Locations
828 S. Main St.
1234 N. Main St.
(Woodland Mall)

*We accept city bucks

50Coff6"Sub

•

$1.00 off 12" Sub
when you get it toasted!

i

or

.Exp. 5/31/05

Wealsoatcept
aH major credit cards

"I got extra sleep and I
had McDonald's for breakfast."
Eric Brack, a dancer for Delta
Tau Delta, said.
"My DGR bought it for us.
I'm having a great time but I
had no idea what I was getting
myself into," Brack said.
It takes tremendous dedication and commitment to be a
dancer for Dance Marathon.
One must raise money in
addition to participating in the
actual event.
Katie Gordyan of Phi Mu
said she raised over $725 for
Dance Marathon.
Gordyan said, "I slept a lot
last night and ate breakfast at
the house."
Many meetings were held
since the beginning of the
school year to organize an
event that lasts shorter than
two days.
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The battle of big hair, big hits, and catchy lyrics
Which 80's hair band withstands the test of time and earns title of ultimate band?
Cheta Howard
coLtmmsT

The discussion of the best 80's
bands exists only because of the
pioneering of extra hold Aqua
Net and Def Leppard, a five-man
band from Sheffield, England.
Def Leppard took 1983
by storm with the release of
Pyromania, the band's third
album.
The album sold more than
10 million albums because of
catchy hooks, simple riffs, and
fist pumping rock anthems.
It peaked at number two on
the Billboard chart, only to be
held back by Michael Jackson's
Thriller alburn.
Def Leppard was the first
hair band to capitalize on the
MTV generation with their bad
boy image and their incredibly
amazing good looks (lead singer
Joe Elliott is in his mid-40's and
I'd probably still ask him to have
my babies). Def Leppard opened
up to the most powerful consumers ever: teenagers.
However, during the tour
to promote Pyromania, tragedy
struck Def Leppard.
Drummer Rick Allen was in
a serious car accident with his
girlfriend. As he was thrown
from his car, his seatbelt severed
his left arm. Attempts to reattach
it failed.
Rick Allen, later dubbed "the
Thunder God" would continue
lo play with Def Leppard, playing all of the drumbeats previously played with his left arm
by hitting a series of electronic
petals with his left foot.
Def Leppard then hired the
unofficial sixth member of Def
Leppard, Mutt Lange (before he
was Mr. Shania Twain), who produced AC/DC and Foreigner,
to produce their fourth album,
Hysteria.
A series of illnesses and guitarist Steve Clark's addictions
put a major stress on the band.
However, Hysteria was wellreceived and produced one of

6
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the best known rock anthems,
"Pour Some Sugar On Me".
Hysteria sold over 16 million
albums, 12 million in the U.S.
alone, as Def Leppard incorporated an old Shakespearian theater tactic into their live shows.
They played all of their concerts in the round, which was a
stage in the middle of an audience, allowing four front rows.
Def Leppard shows were highly
energetic as the band had to
cover every section of the stage.
Def Leppard was also known
for their vices. Photographers
have been quoted saying that
backstage of a Leppard concert
was pretty much Sodom and
Gomorrah. Women and Alcohol
were easily accessible and everywhere. Leppard was known to
put the party animals of Motley
Crue to shame, but were not as
public about it.
Tragedy struck Def Leppard
yet again as they went to record
vet another album.
Guitarist Steve Clark lost his
life in 1991 after mixing a great
deal of painkillers and alcohol.
Def Leppard continued to finish their fifth album, Adreitalize,
without Clark.
Def Leppard quickly added a
close friend, Vivian Campbell,
an accomplished guitarist who
had worked with Dio and
Whitesnake (yes, the hot Tawny
Kitaen, Jag flipping-over video
makers), and remains in the
band todav.

Def Leppard has continued
making albums throughout the
years, and the band is planning a
tour with Bryan Adams, another
one of Mutt Lange's prodigies,
[his summer.
Without Def Leppard, there
would be no Bon Jovi. Without
Joe Elliott, the mullet would not
have been as rad as it was in the
80's. Without the huge fan base
Def Leppard acquired, Aqua Net
stock could have easily plummeted.
We should pay homage to Def
Leppard for the good that they
have done to society and the
high standard of songwriting
that they have set.
Any argument by my counterpart questioning Def Leppard
as the ultimate 80's band is
invalid.

RobJarowski
COLUMNIST

Rock ballads, big hair, groupies...this is what 80's music
was all about. But, one band
was at the front of this highpowered revolution, Bon Jovi.
Sure, bands like Motley
Crue, Def Leppard, and the
Scorpions had their fans, but
when most people think of the
80's, Bon Jovi comes to their
mind.
In fact, I bet you have one of
their songs stuck in your head
right now (I know I do).
The 80's were great; I mean
we were all born in that decade
anyway. But the music was so
good that we all are still listening to it today.
The bands were versatile;
thev could belt out a song

about pure anger, but then sing
J"
a ballad about making sweet —J
love all night love.
The words of the songs
actually had meaning, they
made you think.
The shows they would put
on in concert were amazing.
All the bands rocked out each
night. (Sorry Ashlee Simpson,
your lip syncing would not
have worked back then.)
But we could never forget
about the hair. The large, long
flowing locks that would make
your mother cry because she
wishes her hair was that perfect. Oh, how that hair would
bounce as singers belted out
their songs of angst.
Bon Jovi, though, epitomized
all that the 80's stood for. ■
Songs like "You Give Love
a Bad Name" let rebellious
young adults, much like us,
scream at the top of their lungs
as they danced through the
night.
Oh wait, that was me a few
weeks ago at a social.
Well, it proves my point that
the music still hits home today *"
for our generation. It's fun, it's
loud, and most importantly it
reminds us of the big hair.
The one part of the 80's we
may not remember was the
tough times. At one time the
country was divided.
The
Soviet Union even had missiles pointed straight at our
major cities.
But Bon Jovi's music brought
hope. The one song that represents that so well is "Liviri on
a Prayer." "Take my hand, and .
we'll make it I swear." It's
uplifting as much as it is fun
to sing.
So I think it's pretty apparent that Bon Jovi owned the
80's. They rocked out with the
best of them. The music, the
babes, they had it all. Oh yeah,
don't forget about the hair.

.

